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CHAPTER I 
INTROIXJCTION 
I. GBNERAL INTRODUCTI<:ti 
One of the primary effects of government fiscal activity is 
the alteration of the pattern of income distribution 
• • • since through taxation income is taken away from income 
recipients and transferred, through money payments and govern­
ment services, to other income recipients • • • and it .ould 
be a most unlikely chance if the tax burden • • • of a group 
of individuals were equal to the value of the services rendered 
by the government to that • • •  income group.l 
There are several ways in which real income may be shifted from 
one income group to another as a result of government fiscal policy·. 
Because of the progressive tax rate structure, the �althy pay a 
heavier price for most governmental benefits than do the lower income 
groups �o also receive benefits, although their tax bills are lower.2 
�wever, this may not be true to as great an extent at the state and 
local level where reliance on progressive tax structures is circum-
scribed by the already heavy usage of progressive taxes by the feder� 
government, and by archaic constitutional and legal restrictions on 
the types of levies that may be imposed.) 
Redistribution may occur directly since much of the governmental 
ljohn B. Adler, 'The Fiscal System, the Distribution of Income, 
and Public welfare," Chap. VIII, Kenyon E. Poole (ed.), Fiscal Policies 
� the American Economy (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1951 ) ,  p. 360. 
2 ' John F. Due, Government Finance: � Economic Analysis, rev. 
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D .  Irwin, 1959 ) , p. 493 . 
2 
activities are in the form of retirement, relief, and welfare payments 
that are taken from the upper income groups in taxes and transferred 
to the lower income groups, thus directly increasing the money income 
of the latter . 3 Production and operation by the government sector 
also tend to even out factor incomes since the incomes of top level 
management in the government are less than they would be for similar 
occupations in private enterprise and there are no government stock­
holders to \Clom dividends must be distributed. 4 Other methods of 
redistributing income are the changing of the pattern of resource 
ownership (such as levying death and gift taxes or limits on holdings 
of income-producing property), and the establishment of minimum wages 
or prices.5 
Mhether or not legislators should utilize the government fiscal 
power to redistribute incomes partially depends upon the consensus of 
opinion of the electorate as to what is the equitable or optimum income 
pattern and to �at extent the existing income distribution deviates 
from the optimua . 6 
The concepts of "equity" and "optimum income pattern" are 
3 Ibid., pp. 493-94 . 
4Ibid. 
SBdward D. Allen and 0. H. Brolmlee, Economics 2f Public Finance 
(New York: Prentice Hall, 1947), p. 166 . 
6
nue, 21!.· £!!_., p. 10. 
3 
determined by individual value judgments and as such are outside the 
province of the economist--although at one time these concepts were 
thought measurable on the assumptions of Oiminishing marginal utility 
of income and identical utility systems for all individuals.? However, 
it is now recognized that interpersonal utility comparisons are impos­
sible and that the marginal utility doctrine rests on extremely uneasy 
ground. 
The economist can, however, estimate, in monetary if not in 
psychological, hedonistic terms, the actual distribution of income, 
taxes, and expenditures. Society can then use these estimates to 
evaluate (1) the variance between the true income distribution and 
the pattern regarded as optimum, and (2) the effectiveness of the 
governmental fiscal policies in achieving a more equitable income 
distribution, i.e., the appraisal of how well the distribution of the 
net tax burden meets the criterion of equity. 
II. STATBMBNT Of THB PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study was to estimate the incidence of the 
taxes and the distribution of the expenditures of Tennessee state and 
local governments in 1957 upon resident households (families) classi­
fied by income brackets. 
7 
Ibid., p. 114. 
III. IM�TANCE OF THB STUDY 
Although Tennessee's financial position is not at present as 
critical as that of some other states, the fact remains that new 
sources of revenue (or increases of existing ones) must be found if 
the foreseen increased demand by Tennessee citizens for governmental 
services is to be satisfied. A recent report estimated that if the 
4 
state should attempt, in the next 10 to 15 years, to meet its current 
and estimated future highway needs, it would, under 1955 tax rates, 
suffer a deficit of from $808 million to $6SS million depending upon 
how quickly the highway facilities were completed.s Furthermore, a 
1957 study, in analyzing the adequacy of the tax system in financing 
elementary and secondary education concluded that, because of the 
predicted upsurge in enrollments in the near future and the acute 
need for sharp increases in teachers' salaries necessary to attract 
a sufficient number of qualified teachers, it was doubtful "whether 
revenues from the existing tax sy�tem (would) be sufficient to meet 
the enlarged needs of education as revealed in this survey."9 Similar 
needs for increased state funds in support of state institutions of 
8Automotive Safety FOundation, Highway Transportation � 
Tennessee (Nashville: Tennessee Department of Highways and Public 
Wbrks, 1955), pp. 10-11, cited by Charles P. White, Report � Financing 
!!!. .Expanded Highway Program in Tennessee (Knoxville: Bureau of Business 
and Economic Research of the University of Tennessee, 1957), p. 3.  
9Public Education � Tennessee--Grades ! Through �. A Report to 
the Education Survey Subcommittee of the Tennessee Legislative Council, 
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Bureau of Business and Bconomic 
Research, 1957), p. 414. 
s 
higher learning were also foreseen in a companion study.lO Federal 
and state grants and other non-tax revenue such as fees, current 
charges, special assessments, rentals, etc., can be counted on to 
provide some of the needed revenues, but the main part of the revenue 
must, in the long run, come from new taxes or from increasing old ones. 
In spite of the importance of the revenue-raising possibilities 
of potential new taxes, their equity aspects must also be considered. 
Will they add to or detract from the quality of the existing tax 
structure when judged by the criteria of equity? In Musgrave's words, 
" 
• • the question who pays the taxes must be answered if taxes are 
to be raised in accordance with the public's ideas of distributional 
justice and the maintenance of sound economic conditions.•�1 In light 
of these considerations, it would seem that an analysis of the incidence 
of the Tennessee taxes and expenditures would provide a more adequate 
indication of the pattern of the Tennessee fiscal structure than existed 
before. Bven though the estimates are not precisely accurate, they will 
provide increased knowledge by Mbich to map future policies and to assess 
old ones. As two authorities have stated: 
It is all .ell and good to argue that a problea such as this 
is so complex as to be beyond solution. Yet the legislator, 
l()public Higher Education !!!, Tennessee, A Summary Report to the 
·Education Survey Subcommittee of the Tennessee Legislative Council, 
(Nashville: 1957), pp. 342-43 . 
Ua. A. Musgrave et. al., "Distribution of Tax Payments by 
Income Groups: A Case Study for 1948," National � Journal, IV 
(January, 1951), p. 1. 
in his search for a better tax structure and more adequate 
revenue, must consider who actually pays the various taxes; 
it is thus most desirable that his decisions be based on 
the best estimate that can be made. • 12 
Another justification of the study is that, so far as can be 
determined, the last tax incidence analysis in Tennessee was made 
in 1947.13 Since that time conditions have changed and new data and 
analytical procedures have been developed, so that a more up-to-date 
study was possible. 
IV. SCOPB AND LIMITATIONS OF THB STUDY 
6 
This study was solely concerned with the development of statis-
tical estimates of the distribution of the Tennessee tax burden. No 
attempt was made, on the basis of the estimates derived, to evaluate 
the fiscal structure in terms of fairness, adequacy, or any other 
criteria. Moreover, since � were only attempting to estimate the 
distribution of the burden on families grouped by income brackets, we 
refrained from examining the possible alternate patterns that might 
result if families were grouped according to other classifications 
such as: occupational, geographic, urban-rural, age, etc. Purthermore, 
12a. A. Musgrave and D. w. Daicoff, "Who Pays the Michigan Taxes," 
Chap .  IV, Michigan !:,!! Study Staff Papers (Lansing: n.n., 1958 ), p. 1 31 .  
lla,eport 2!. � Tennessee � Revision Commission, � (Nashville: 
n.n., 1948), pp. 34-37. This study concluded that Tennessee state and 
local taxes were proportional for incomes of $5, 000 and less and slightly 
regressive for incomes above $5, 000; but when combined �th federal taxes 
the burden was progressive throughout. The description of the tax dis­
tribution was very brief in this study, and·no info�ation was given 
concerning the.methods used. 
7 
all family unit s within any income group were treated alike; that is , 
no within-bracket distribution pat terns were developed since the 
average-sized family in each bracket was considered as representative 
of all other familie s in that income interval . 
In developing the incidence e stimates we were concerned only 
with the direct effect s of the taxes and expenditures on the income 
of the groups affected .  we abstr acted ent irely from any est imation 
of the indirect effect s (repercussions ) of the incidence of the taxes 
as they become dif fused throughout the economy . Concomitantly , this 
implies the treatment of public finance as the transferring of resources 
from the private to the government sector without the alteration o f  the 
level of income . 
The t ax receipt s and expenditures tre ated in this the sis were 
the actual amounts collected and disbursed in fiscal 1957 rather than 
the levies and appropriations legislated in that year . 
Lastly , the burde:Il of the taxes on corporations and the effects 
on corporate locat ion. we� not analyzed in this study . 
V. METHODS OF PROCEDURE AND SO�CES OF DATA 
The methods used in this study have, in general , followed those 
employed in the Mic�gan study by Musgrave and Daicof f . l4 More specif­
ically , the calculat ion of the impact of Tennessee public finance upon 
1�sgrave and Daicoff , �· cit . ,  pp . 131-83. 
the distribution of income involved :  
1 )  a description of the various taxes and analyses of the 
8 
factors involved in the shifting of them and of their probable incidence, 
2) distribution of the taxes among the different income brackets 
on the basis of the pattern o f  consumption ,  wealth holdings ,  and income 
components ,  
3 )  ·developing estimates of the distribution o f  income in Tennessee , 
4)  calculating the effective tax rates from the data found in 2) 
and 3 ) ,  
5 ) developing estiaates o f  the distribution o f  public expenditure 
benefits and the effective benefit rates in a manner similar to the devel-
opment o f  the tax burden estimates, and 
6 )  comparing the effective tax benefit rate s to determine the net 
burden or benefit in each income class.  
Data on the pattern of household consumption of various goods and 
services we re drawn primarily from the � Study of Consumer Bxpenditures.l5 
The LIFB Study was chosen because it was thought to best represent con sump-
tion patterns in 1 957--it being the most recent and comprehensive study 
available16 with respect to that period. Since t l� household was treated 
15Alfred Politz Research , Inc . , Y.§. Study of Consumer Expenditures-­
� Background of Market Decisions , I (New York : !!!!_, Inc . , 1957). 
16
Bstiaates of 1 95 6  family consumption expenditures have r ec ently 
been developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistic s. U. S .  Department of  
Labor , How American Buying Habit s Change (Washington : Gover nment Printing 
Office, n .  d . ) ,  pp. 231-32. However, this data was Qot available when 
the thesis was begun . 
as the basic consuming unit in the LIF.E Study it was necessary to 
employ the same concept as the tax-bearing unit in this thesis.  
Information concerning the distribution of the different 
income types or components (wages and salaries , profits ,  dividends, 
rents and royalties ,  etc . )  �re taken from Statistics of Income , 17 
while the distribution of Tennessee income and income-receiving 
units was estimated from data found in a variet y of sources such as: 
9 
the �Census of Population,l8 Current Population Reports:  Consumer 
Income , 19 the Federal Reserve Board ••survey of Consumer Finances, u20 
� Management Magazine "Survey of  Buying Power ,  .. 21 and the Statis-
!!£.! of Income . 
The tax and expenditure data used were taken chiefly from t wo  
sources :  the Compendium of Gover nmental Pinances22 and the Department 
17u. S. Treasury Department , Internal Revenue Service, Statistics 
of Incoae , 1957--Individual Income Tax Returns ( Washington: Gover nment 
printing offiCe, 1959). 
---
18u. s. Bureau of the Census , !!_. �· Census of Population: 1950 
Population, Vol . II, Part 42 , Chap. B ( Washington : Government Pri.D'i'I'ng 
Office , 1952) , p. SO. 
19u. S .  Bureau of the Census , Current Population Reports , .£2!­
sumer Income , Series P-60 ( washington : Government Printing Office , 
195�). 
20.aoard of Governors of the Federal Reserve System , "Survey of 
Consumer Finances ," Reserve Bulletin , Vol. XLIV, No . 9, September , 1958 . 
21"Survey of  Buying Power , "  � Management Magazine, May 10 , 
1958 , p .  674. 
22t.J. ·s. Bure au of the Census , Compendium of Gover nment Finances , 
u. s. Census of Governments: 1957 ,  Vol . III, No . S ( Washington : 
Gover nment Print ing Office , 19Si57 
10 
of Finance and Taxation , State of Tennessee , Report for �Biennium 
Ending June 30 , ill!· 23 The 1957 fiscal year was chosen for analysis 
because it was the latest date for which most of the dat a  was available. 
Particularly , the release i n  1959 of the Compendium of Government 
Finance s ,  !!· §.. Census of Government :  ill! made available , in great 
detail , data concerning the taxing and spending activities of !!! 
government bodies in �ennessee during that year .  Although data at 
the state level would have been relatively easy to obt ain for other 
years , information on local governments would have been sparse , scat-
tered , incomplete , and difficult to find. 
VI. RBVmW OF RBIATBD LITERATURB 
It would have been impractical to review completely the fairly 
extensive literature that has developed concerning the statistical 
estimation of tax burden distributions. Only the more important and 
recent writings will be mentioned here . However , the interested reader 
is referred to the bibliography in the American Economic Association' s  
Readings !.!!, � Economics of Taxation24 and to Cartter ' s book , � 
Redistribution of Incomes in Postwar Britain25 for a mo re complete 
23Department o f  Finance and Taxation , State of Tennessee , Report 
� � Biennium Ending June �' ill! ( Nashville : Department of Finance 
and Taxation , 1958) , pp. 20-21 .  
24R. A .  Musgrave and C. S .  Shoup, (eds . ) ,  Readings � the 
Economics o f  Taxation, IX (Homewood ,  Illinois : Richard D. Irwin , 
195 9 ) '  5 60-61 . 
25A. M. Cartter , The Redistribution of Income in Postwar Britain 
( New Haven : Yale University Press , 1955 ) ,  pp . 2-4. 
11 
listing . 
Among the earlier Ame ric an studies , the most important were 
those by Newcomer ,  Tarasov , and Colm . 26 In the 1950's a renewed 
interest in statistical burden estimates was highlighted by the 
famous studie s contributed by Musgr ave and his associates27 and by 
R. s. Tucker .28 These studie s ,  �ch also cont ained valuable discus-
sions of the conceptual and methodological problems involved in burden 
analyse s ,  cre ated he ated controversy and considerable'comment concerning 
the treatment of non-monetary incomes and the diffe rent assumptions 
concerning the shifting of certain taxe s .  Both studies indicated that 
the combination of progressive federal taxes and regressive or propor-
tiona! st ate and local taxes resulted in a mildly progressive rate 
structure in the $1 , 000 to $7 , 500 income bracket s ,  with the rates 
becoming sharply progressive in the last (above $7,500) bracket. 
However , Musgrave's figures showed the tax structure to be regre ssive 
in the lowest (under $1 , 000) bracket , while Tucker's figures , reflecting 
the inclusion of income in kind , showed the pattern to be progressive 
over this range. 
26Mabel Newcomer , "Estimate of the Tax Burden on Different Income 
Classes , " Studies in Current Tax Probl ems (1937) , pp . 1-52; Helen Tarasov, 
!!!2. Pays �?, '!'NBC Monograph No. 3 (1941); and Helen Tarasov , "Nlo 
Does Pay the Taxes , "  Social Research Supplement , Vol . IV (1942 ) ,  pp . 60-72. 
27Musgrave , et. al . , 22.· cit . , pp. 1-52. 
28R. S .  Tucker , "Distribution o f  Tax Burdens in 1948 , "  National 
!!! Journal , Vol. IV, September , 1951, pp . 269-86. 
The above-mentioned studies were limited to analyses of the 
tax structure alone. However, several attempts have been made to 
measure both the incidence of the taxes and the governmental expen-
ditures of the tax receipts. In 1941, Charles Stauffacher made a 
12 
brief survey of income redistribution in the decade of the 1930's.29 
Later and more complete studies along this line were contributed by 
Adler30 and Tucker.31 According to these latter studies, the net 
effect of government fiscal policy was to increase greatly the incomes 
of the lowest income brackets while decreasing those of the highest 
brackets. Spending units in the middle brackets just about broke 
even--the government expenditure benefits accruing to these groups 
approximately offsetting the taxes paid by them. Two very complete 
studies analyzing both the distribution of taxes and government 
benefits were also made in Great Britain,32 both studies concluding 
that, as in the United States, a pronounced redistribution of income 
had taken place--markedly in favor of the low income groups. 
29Charles Stauffacher, ·�he Effect of Governmental Expenditures 
and Tax Withdrawals Upon Income Distribution, 1930-1939," Public Policy 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Graduate School of Public Administration, 
1941), pp. 232-61. 
30Adler, 2.£· =!!· 
31a. S. Tucker, 'The Distribution of Government Burdens and 
Benefits," American Economic Review, Papers � Proceedings of !!'!!:. 
American Economic Association, Vol. XLIII, No. 2, May, 1953, pp. 518-35. 
32ribor Barna, The Redistribution of Incomes Through Public 
Finance in !ill, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1945); and Cartter, 2R_· cit. 
All of the studies mentioned above were analyses of national 
and aggregate state and local data. However , several excellent 
13 
burden analyses have been made recently for individual states , including 
Minnesota , 33 Michigan , 34 and Wisconsin . 35 The Wisconsin analysis was· 
limited to an estimation of the tax burden while studies for the other 
states included an examination of both the tax and expenditures distri-
bution. These ·studies would seem to provide ample precedent for similar 
research in Tennessee. 
VII. ORGANIZATICfi OF THB STUDY BY CHAPTERS 
This thesis was organized into six chapters . The first chapter 
is a general introduction . In Chapter II the major individual state 
and local taxes are described preparatory to the analysi s in subsequent 
chapters of the incidence of these taxes .  Chapter III contains our 
estimates of the distribution of the Tennessee tax burden (in dollar 
terms ) as well as a detailed description of the assumptions , methods 
and procedures employed in deriving the estimates . In that chapter, 
several alternative cases--based on different assumptions concerning 
·the direction and degree of the shifting and incidence of various 
330. H. Brownlee, '$stimated Distribution of Minnesota Taxes 
and Public Expenditure Benefits," (University of Minnesota , 1958 ) .  
34r4usgrave and Daicoff, �· .£.!.!. 
35university of Wisconsin Tax Study CoDilllittee , "Distribution 
of State and Local Taxes in Wisconsin," Chap. II, Wisconsin's State 
and Local Tax Burden (Madison: 1959 ) ,  pp . 36-61 . 
taxes--are considered. In Chapter IV three al ternat e estimate s of 
14 
the size di stribution of Tenne ssee incomes are developed. The t ax  
payments by households in each income clas s ,  a s  estimated i n  Chapter III , 
were then compared with the estimated income s received in each br acket . 
The ratio of taxes to incomes in each bracket (e ffective t ax  rates )  
enabled u s  t o  determine the pattern o f  the rate struc ture ove r the 
income scale . Chapter V cont ains an analysis of the distribution 
among income brackets of gove rnment al expenditur e bene fits and their 
composite or net effect when compared with the distribution of the 
t ax  burden.  The study is summarized and furthe r areas of re search 
are suggested in the final chapter . 
CHAPTER II 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE T.ENNBSSEE TAX SYSI'BM 
At least a working knowledge of the Tennessee tax system is 
necessary if the reader is to fully understand the rationale of our 
shifting and incidence assumptions which follow in later chapters. 
For that reason we have described in this chapter some of the more 
important attributes of major Tennessee state and local taxes. Atten­
tion has been focused primarily on those characteristics of each tax 
which bear consideration in the development of shifting assumption-­
particularly the tax base, exemptions and exclusions, and provisions 
regarding foreign and interstate fir.ms. we have also developed a rough 
three-way classification in which to group the taxes according to their 
impact and incidence. This classification will facilitate understanding 
of our more detailed analysis in Chapter III . 
I.  STATE TAXBS 
The comparative yields of the 1957 Tennessee state taxes are 
shol«l in Table I .  For our purposes, these taxes have been grouped into 
three main categories: (1 ) taxes with the initial impact on individuals; 
( 2) consumption taxes, i. e., taxes initially imposed on business firms 
but usually thought to be shifted forward to consumers; and (3) business 
cost or profit taxes. 
The first category, which accounts for about 6 per cent of total 
16 
TABLB I 
RBVBNUE PROOOCED BY TBNNBSSBB STATE TAXBS , 
FISCAL YEAR 1956-1957 
Yie�d 
Tax Thousands of Dollars Per Cent of Total 
Sales and Use 9 2 , 410 31 . 92 
Gasoline 64 , 8 30 22. 39 
Unemployment Compensation 28 , 485 9 . 84 
Motor Vehicle 20,830 7 . 19 
Excise 19 , 647 6 . 78 
Tobacco 14 , 659 5 . 06 
Gross Premium and other 
Insurance Fee s  and Taxes 8 , 381 2. 90 
Gasoline Inspection 7 , 568 2. 61 
Franchise 7 , 099 2. 45 
Alcoholic Beverage 5 , 672 1 . 96 
Income 4 , 422 1.53  
Gross Receipts 3 , 848 1 . 32 
Privilege 3 , 494 1 .  21 
Inheritance and Estate 3 , 362  1 . 16 
Beer 2 , 680 . 93 
Motor Puel 1 , 880 . 65 
Corporation Filing Fees 295 . 10 
Property 10 
Total 289 , 583 100.00 
Source :  Department of Finance � Taxation ,  State of Tennessee , 
Report � the Bi ennium Ending june �. 1958 (Nashvil le : Department of 
Finance and Taxation, 1958 ) ,  p.  21 . 
�nty-Second Annual Report, Department of Employment Securit y , 
1958 (Nashville : n.n., 1958 ) ,  p. 16. 
Eight y-Fifth Annual Report of � Commissioner 2£ Insurance � 
Banking, ill! (Nashville : State of Tennessee Department of Insur ance 
and Banking , 1958 ) ,  p .  16 . 
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st ate t axes, include s most of the personal income tax, the inheritance 
and gift t axes and the registration and license fees on individually­
o.ned automobiles . The fact that the personal income (intangibles )  
tax follows the domicile o f  the security holder rather than the location 
of the lender probably preclude s any appreciable shifting of this t ax. 
The other taxes , espec ially the death taxe s, are gene rally considered 
to be very difficult to shift . 
The largest share of the state tax burden apparently falls on 
consumers, for taxes in the second group comprise approximately 57 per 
cent of the total . Included in this group are the retail sale s tax 
and various consumer excises--t axes on tobacco, alcoholic beverage s, 
and motor fuels used in privately-owned vehicles.! Most of the insurance 
premium t axes related to policies sold to individuals2 are included in 
this group as are the gross receipts t axes.  Taxe s of t his type are 
conventionally thought of as being most amenable to shifting, particu­
l arly in market structures with a high degree of competition such as 
those in which Tennessee ret ailers  apparently operate. The fact that 
the legislature expressly intends that the sales t ax  be borne by con­
sumers would seem to be a factor further facilitating the shifting of 
this levy, although retailers located near the border of st ates such 
as Kentucky and Virginia--which have no sale s t ax--may have to absorb 
!Infra, p. 61. 
2Infra, p .  68.  
a portion of the tax in order to compete with the untaxed firms in 
those areas.3 
The remainder of the taxes, about 37 per cent, fall in the 
18 
third category. These taxes include the corporation privilege taxes, 
motor vehicle taxes on business-o.ned vehicles, insurance taxes relating 
to policies written for businesses, and the unemployment compensation 
tax. Again, the ability of businesses to shift these taxes depends 
largely upon the type of market structure in �ch the firm operates 
and the tax climate in other states Where Tennessee firms compete with 
foreign firms. A more thorough examination of these factors is found 
in Cbapter III . The remainder of Chapter II consists of a description 
of the Tennessee taxes. 
Retail Sales and Use Tax 
The sales tax, first enacted in 1947 , is a privilege tax on 
persons selling tangible personal property at retail in Tennessee. Only 
the last or final sale of an article is taxable--sales for ultimate 
resale not falling within the scope of the levy. The tax also applies 
to rentals and some services. The three per cent tax rate4 is applied 
lsowever, the use tax, if well administered, may enable the 
retailer to shift the tax even in this situation, since the use tax 
will absorb the tax-caused price differential in the two areas. 
4In an effort to encourage industrial development in the state, 
the tax rate was decreased in 1959 from 3 to 1 per cent on sales of 
machinery for new and expanding industry. Prentice � State � 
�!!! Service--Tennessee (New York: Prentice Hall, july 1 ,  1959) , 
p. 21,133. 
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to monthly gross receipts from taxable sale s ,  and although the dealer s 
are responsible for collecting the t ax  at the time of the sale and for 
payment of the tax to the state , they are authorized by law to pass 
the burden of the tax on to the consumer . 5 Rate structure (bracket s) 
are used for purchases of small value . 
The information in Table II shows the taxable status of selected 
commoditie s and services in the st ate . Casual sales are excluded pri-
marily because the cost of administering and collecting these taxe s  
would be greater than the revenue obtained. Tobacco and motor fuel 
are exempted chiefly because they are taxed heavily under other levies .  
Except for school lunche s ,  sales of food are not exempt a s  they are in 
some other st ates . 6 Public utility services are exempted as are most 
other  services except hotel and motel accommodation . Direct sales to 
federal , state and loc al government s also fall out side the scope of the 
tu. 
Sale s of mat erials and supplies to industrial consumers are 
excluded from the t ax  base if they become an ingredient or component 
part of a product destined for final sale or if they come in direct 
contact with the manufactured article or are rapidly consumed in the 
S�., (August 6 ,  1957) ,  p .  21 , 148. 
6rhe exemption of food would greatly reduce the tax burden-­
t axes on food sales being 25 . 5  per cent of total 1957 sales t ax  
collect ions . Tennessee Taxpayers Association , Research Report 
No . � (Nashville: 1957 ) ,  p.  i. 
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manufacturing process.? Containers are treated similarly to component 
parts. However, sales of machinery, tools, and equipment are taxable-­
as are sales of office supplies and equipment. 
The use tax is imposed in conjunction with the sales tax for 
the purpose of preventing evasion of the sales tax via out-of-state 
purchases. The tax is applied to tangible personal property, usually 
imported into Tennessee and stored there for consumption, distribution, 
or other use. 8 However, this tax does not produce much revenue--only 
$3.1 million in fiscal 1957 . 9 Because of the difficulty of checking 
on every out-of-state purchase, the use tax is hard to administer. 
Only objects of large value or bulk can be easily assessed under this 
tax, and for that reason most of the revenue is probably derived from 
taxable purchases of heavy equipment by industrial users. 
Retailers are allowed to deduct 2 per cent of the sales and use 
tax due as compensation for the cost of collecting the tax. Cash dis­
counts, interest and financial charges (if itemized on the consumer's 
bill), repairs and installation services, credit given on trade-ins, 
and refunds to the ultimate consumer are deductible in figuring the 
base of the tax.lO Moreover, if a sales or use tax on property imported 
?prentice Hall,�· £!!., (July 1, 1959), pp. 21, 133-4. 
s�., (August 6, 1957), p. 21, 124. 
9
Tennessee Taxpayers Association, .21?.• £!!., p. v. 
10prentice Hall,�· £!!., (April 17, 1956), p. 21, 136. 
TABLE II 
TAXABLE STATUS OF SELECTED W1MODITIES AND SBRVICBS 
UNJER THB RBTAIL SALES TAX IN T.BNNBSSEB, 1956 
Commodity 
Sales to Consumers 
Pood 
CODSumed off Premises Where Sold 
Consumed on Premises Nbere Sold 
School Lunches 

















Repair and Installation 
Tourist Motel, Hotel Lodging 
Sales to Industrial Users 
Component Part 
Nonreturnable and Returnable 
Containers, Labels, etc. 
Machinery, Tools, Equipment 
Puel 
Office Equipment and Supplies 
*!'-Taxable; X-Nontaxable. 


















bif used directly in industrial processing. 
21 
Source: C. V. Oster, State Retail Sales Taxation, Research 
Monogr� No. 90 (Columbus: Bureau of Business Research of Ohio 
State University, 1957), pp. 85, 88. 
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in Tennessee were paid to another state , this amount would be credited 
to the use tax liability accruing to the importing person in Tennes see , 
but only if. the other state allows a reciprocal concession to Tennessee . 11 
Since the inception of this tax there have been some important 
changes, with non-profit institutions being exempted in 1949 , and instal-
lation, remodeling, repairing and carrying charges being declared outside 
the scope of the tax in 1951 . The broadening of the base in 1955 to 
include alcoholic beverages, hotel and auto storage services ,  and materi-
als, supplies, and equipment used by contractors , plus a SO per cent 
increase in the tax rate (from 2 to 3 per cent), resulted in a 62 per 
cent increase in 1956 tax revenues over those of the previous year.l2 
other Consumer Excises 
In addition to paying various licenses and registration fees , 
manufacturers , dealers and distributors of alcoholic beverages and 
tobacco products must pay taxes on these articles. Under the tobacco 
tax, cigarettes are taxed at a specific rate based on the number sold 
while all other tobacco products are taxed � valorem. Payment of the 
tobacco tax is made by the firm (usually a 'Wholesaler ) making the first 
sale in intrastate commercel3 and i s  evidenced by the affixing of stamps 
purchased from the state tax commissioner. Payment of the alcoholic 
11Ibid., (July 1 ,  1959 ) ,  p. 21 , 140. 
12rennessee Ta:xpayer s Association, Research Report !i2_. ill• 
(Nashville: 1956 ) ,  p. 1. 
13Distributors making drop shipments in the state are also taxed. 
beverage taxes is also done by the wholesaler in a similar manner, 
although the beer tax is paid directly to the Department of .Finance 
responsible, in effect, for 
the collection of the taxes probably reduces the evasion of these 
taxes since the number of wholesalers is smaller and thus easier to 
check than the numerous retailers in the state. Tobacco Wholesalers 
are reimbursed for the cost of performing the tax-stamping function 
through a S per cent discount allowed on the purchase of tax stamps.lS 
T.be tax on alcoholic beverages decreases as the alcoholic con-
tent decreases, distilled spirits being taxed at the rate of $2 per 
gallon, wine at 70 cents per gallon, and beer at 11 cents per gallon.16 
Exempted from the alcoholic beverage taxes are: beer for export, sales 
to aili tary establishments, sacramental wine, and medicinal alcohol. 
'lbe annual license fees paid by manufacturers, distributors, and 
dealers of alcoholic beverages are generally much higher (ranging do�-
ward from $1 , 000) than those paid by dealers of tobacco products. 
Gasoline and Motor Puel Taxes 
The gasoline tax is imposed at the rate of 7 cents per gallon 
on all dealers and distributors who store, process, distribute or sell 
14nepartment of Finance �Taxation,. State of Tennessee, 
Report � !!!!:, Biennium Ending June �. 1958 (Nashville: Department 
of Finance and Taxation, 1958 ) ,  p. 9. 
15
Prentic� Hall, 3!.· ill_., (December 10, 1957) , p. 38,404. 
16
nepartment of Finance �Taxation, State of Tennessee, 
Report For !!!!:, Biennium Ending June _!Q, !2!!• 22• £.!.!.-, p. 9 . 
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gasoline in Tennessee . Exemptions include : 1 )  aviation gasoline , 
2) gasoline stored for export , 3 )  shipments to and from refineries in 
the state , 4) gasoline bought in tank car lots from out-of-state 
refineries by government al bodies , and 5 )  gasoline which has not pre­
viously come to rest in the state and is still in interstate commerce . 17 
In addition , refunds are made to users of certain grades of gasoline 
for industrial purposes . Users of gasoline for agricultural purposes 
may also obtain refunds of all but 1 cent per g allon of tax paid. l8 
A tax of 7 cents per gallon is also imposed on motor fuels 
other than gasoline used on the highways . This tax is levied on final 
sellers of fuel and those Wbo sell for resale unless the fuel is deliv-
ered for non-highway consumption or , in some cases , for use in truck 
refrigeration . Also liable are "limited users"-those \ilo use the fuel 
for both taxable and non-taxable purposes . Both quarterly reports and 
a bond to insure payment of the tax are required from users . Taxable 
sales to interstate motor carriers operating in Tennessee are deter-
mined by dividing the total number of miles traveled in the state by 
the average number of miles traveled per gallon of fuel and then multi­
plying this result by the tax rate. l9 A credit is granted for fuel 
purchased but not used in the state and for fuel taxes paid to other 
states . 
17
Prentice Hall , .21?.• ill· ,  (September 11 , 1956 ) ,  p � 45,202. 
18
Ibid. , (November 27 , 1 956 ) , p. 45 , 207 . 
19Ibid . , (September 17 , 1957 ) ,  p. 45 , 209 . 
It is interesting to note that diesel fuels are taxed at the 
same rate as gasoline despite the fact that diesel-powered trucks , by 
getting more mileage per gallon than gasoline-powered vehicles , have 
lower per mile fuel costs than the latter vehicle s .  
Another motor fuel levy i s  the gasoline inspection fee--although 
strictly speaking this is not a highway-user revenue since the funds 
are used to cover the cost of protecting consumers from fraudulently 
labeled petroleum products . 20 
Other Motor Vehicle Taxes 
This c at egory covers two different levies--the vehicle registra-
tion t ax  and the vehicle title tax. The latter tax is not intended to 
be a revenue-raising measure , being designed to facilitate the regula-
tion of the operat ion , ownership , and disposition of motor vehicles . 
The vehicle license tax can be considered as the privilege tax 
for using the state highways , and it can also be justified on the 
benefit principle since 83  per cent of the revenue goes to the Highway 
Pund. 21 It can also be considered as a way of adjusting the low 
correlation between a motor vehicle ' s  weight and its fuel consumption--
weightier vehicles being taxed higher because they c ause more wear and 
tear on the roads than lighter cars even though they may not use more 
20Charles P. \tlite , Report � Financing !!!. Expanded Highway 
Program in Tenne ssee (�oxville : Bureau of Busine ss and Economic 
Re search-of University of Tennessee , 1957 ) , p.  64. 
21
nepartment of Finance and Taxation , St ate of Tenne ssee , Report 
� the Bienniwn Bnding june �� 1958 , ££• £!..!.. ,  p . 25 . 
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fuel . 
Pas senger car taxes are based on the weight of the vehicle--
the tax being $9 . 50 if the vehicle weighs under 3600 pounds and $13 . 00  
i f  the -weight i s  greater than this.  22 Taxis an d  busses aust pay an 
additional fee based on seating capacity . Special rates are prescribed 
for disabled veterans , automobile dealers ,  government vehicles , and 
motorcycles . 
The fee on trucks and trailer s  is  based on the gross weight of 
the vehicle and its load.  The fees range from $25 to $675 depending 
on the .eight of the vehicle and �ether it i s  a private , common , or 
contract carrier--private carrier s being taxed at a lower rate for each 
weight class . Vehicle s carrying a gross -.eight in exce ss of 42 , 000 
pounds are prohibited unless special permission is obtained from the 
Department of Taxation. 23 Nonfreight hauling tractors ,  logging trucks , 
and farm vehicles hauling home-grown product s have lower special rate s-­
the argument being , in the case of f arm trucks at least , that the average 
annual mileage traveled by these trucks is less than that by other types 
of  vehicles .  24 
Reciprocal t ruck license agreement s with other state s are author­
ized although such agreements  are not in effect �th all states . However , 
22Ibid. , p .  11. 
23prentice Hall , 22.· £!.!. , (December 10, 1957 ) ,  p .  42, 003. 
a411lite , .22.• £!.!. ,  p. 31 . 
at present , out-of-state trucks are not required to buy Tennessee 
plates if they are properly licensed in their own state and if they 
come under the limitations of Tennessee laws. 25 
Corporation Bxcise Tax 
27 
The corporation excise t ax  is  a tax on the privilege of doing 
business in Tennessee , and it is applied at the rate  of 3 . 75 per cent 
to the firm ' s net income for the period reported. A1most all foreign 
and domestic corporations doing busine ss in the state , as well as 
taxable entities 'Who have not qualified , or whose charter is suspended 
or forfeited, are taxable ; the exceptions are national banks and those 
corporations which have no net income or whiCh are organized for general 
welfare (non-profit ) or to promote in-state industrial development . 26 
The basic net income figure used in measuring the value of the 
corporate privilege is that sho� on the firm' s federal t ax  return. 
Dividends from Wholly-owned subsidiaries are excluded. Bmployer social­
security and other payroll contributions may be deducted as may , in some 
c ases ,  non-operating income . 27 Ho-wever , interest on tax-free governaent 
securities is not exempt . 28 The tax,  in thi s case , is not on income or 
net worth (of �ch ibterest earnings would be a part ) but on the priv­
ilege of doing business.  Federal income tax payments are not deductible 
25Prentice Hall , �· cit. , (December 10 , 1957) , p .  42, 002. 
26Ibid. , (July 21 , 1959) ,  p .  10, 203. 
27Ibid. , (July 21 , 1959 ) ,  pp. 10, 206-7. 
28Ibid. ' (May 21 t 1957) '  p.  10 , 207 . 
either . A two-year carry-back and carry-forward of business losses 
was formerly allowed as a deduction , but this provision is no longer 
in effect . 
In the case of taxable corporations doing interstate business , 
allocation of the Tennessee portion of the earnings is accomplished 
via statutory formulas . An ari thm.etic average of the property ratio 
(value of property owned in Tenne ssee relative to the value of all 
property owned) , the production cost ratio (processing cost in Ten-
nessee divided by total production cost ), and the sales r atio (relation 
of gross Tennessee sales to total sales) comprises the basic for.mula 
used for manufacturing fir.ms , 29 with variations of this formula being 
used for other types of businesses .  'liardship formulas•• may be used 
�ere the corporation feels that the statutory formulas result in 
unjust or unreasonable apportionment . In this case , the Commissioner 
may allow alloc ation based on information in the firm ' s  books , if 
separate accounts are kept for Tennessee operations . 30 
Corporation Franchise Tax and Annual Piling Pees 
Under the fr anchise tax, the taxable status of different 
corporations is similar to their treatment under the excise tax. In 
29prior to this method, allocation was accomplished merely by 
pro-rating net earnings according to the amount of sale s made in 
Tennessee. However , this method was inequitable sihce both inters�ate 
and intrastate firms received equal governmental benefits in the st ate 
although the latter firms would be taxed on all their earnings while 
the former were taxed only on part of their earnings. 
3�entice Hall , �· £!!. ,  (July 21 , 1959),  p . 10 , 219. 
29 
addition, banks , trusts .  or other foreign corporations who se rve as 
trustees of pension and profit-sharing trusts and who are willing to 
take fede ral-backed loans secured by mortgages or deeds on Tennes see 
realt y are exempt, as are corporations in the hands of a receiver or 
trustee. 31 However, since the franchise tax applies merely to the 
organizing of a Tennessee corporation rather than to the su cc�ssful 
operation of the business , inactive domes tic corporations are liable 
for a minimum tax.3 2 
The franchise tax is applied annually at the rate of 15 cents 
per $100 of the tax base, with a minimum tax of $10. The base consists 
of the issued and outstan ding capital s tock , surplus, and undivided 
profits of the firm. 33 Allocation of the. base of int erstate corpora-
tions is accomplished by formulas si milar to those used under the 
excise tax. However, before allocation , certain deductions and addi-
t ions must be made .  Operating deficits and other business loss es such 
as fire, et c. , \dlich impai r the firm' s capital stock may be deducted 
as may the value of stock held in anothe r corporation that also pays 
the tax. Furthermore, if the book value of the corpor ations' tangible 
property owned or used in the state is greater than the book value of 
the capital stock , surplus, and undivided profits , then the former 
31�. , Ouly 28 ,  1959 ) , p. 2.5 , 202. 
32Ibid. , Ouly 28 , 1959 ) , pp . 2.5 , 202-2&. 
33�. , (May 7 ,  1957 ) ,  p .  2.5 , 205 . 
shall be the basis of the tax. 34 
Annual filing fees are required of all domestic and foreign 
corporations qualified to do business in Tennessee except state and 
national banks , foreign corporations that merely store for delivery 
in the state , and insurance companies . 35 There are two alternate 
bases and rates for this annual tax. Under the first method, gross 
receipts from Tennessee sales in the previous year are taxed at the 
rate of one-half of one per cent with a minimum tax of $25 .  Under 
the second method, actual issued and outstanding capital stock is  
30 
the base and is taxed on a graduated basis depending on the value of 
the stock. 36 '!be minimum tax is $5 and the maximum. is $150. 
Gross Premium Tax 
The premium tax �plies to foreign and domestic insurance 
companies37 selling all forms of policies in the state . The basic 
rate is 2 per cent38 of gross premiums purchased by Tennessee policy­
holders or on the value of prope rty located in the state . 39 Companies 






26 , 1957 ) , p.  
26 , 1957) ,  p .  
37Fraternal benefit associations 
18 , 202 . 
18 , 203.  
are exempt . 
38Since 1957 , foreign life companies  have been discriminated 
against in favor of domestic companies , the former being taxed at the 
2 per cent rate while the latter only pay a rate of one and three­
fourths per cent . Tennessee � Annotated, !lli, Cumulative Supple­
�' Vol . X (Indianapolis :  Bobbs Merrill , 1959) ,  p. 38 .  
39-rennessee Code Annotated , Vol .  X ( Indianapolis : Bobbs 
Merrill , 1955 ) ,  p. 220. 
31 
writing fire insurance are taxed at a slightly higher rate , presumably 
because they benefit from state and local fire departments.  Special 
rates are also prescribed for annuity contracts written and for work­
men ' s compensation policies .  
As a means o f  inducing some types of insurance companies to 
invest in Tennessee securities , the law provides that the tax rate be 
subject to reductions ranging from 25 to 75 per cent , depending upon 
the amount of total company assets held in these securities . 40 The 
law also provides for retaliatory taxing policies on foreign companies 
from states �ich t ax  Tennessee companies at higher rates than are 
usually imposed in Tennessee. 41 
The premium tax is in lieu of all other taxe s  except property 
taxes , privilege taxes on insurance agent s ,  and fees . The tax may 
also be credited against the combined liability of the corporate excise 
and franchise taxes .  No deductions or exclusions from gross premiums 
are allowed in computing the tax base , although fees paid for the 
valuation of life policies are allowed as a credit against the tax. 42 
Insurance companies and their agents must also pay minor 
privilege t axe s  and other fees .  
Personal Income Tax 
In Tennessee only dividend and interest income from stocks and 
40tbid. t p .  223 . 
41Ibid. , p .  227 . 
42Ibid. , p . 223 . 
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bonds are taxable , the state Constitution prohibiting a general income 
tax. The t ax  was imposed to reach securities which , being e asily con­
cealable , were evading the property tax. The levy applies to most 
busine sses and persons legally domiciled in the state for six months 
or more , including brokers Who hold securitie s for residents without 
disclosing their names to the Cammissioner . 43 
Exemptions include charitable institutions and their securitie s ,  
fiduciaries for non-resident beneficiaries , blind pe rsons , and individ­
uals with incomes of $25 or less. 44 FUrthe r exclusions are interest on 
securities issued by governmental units ,  short-term commercial paper , 
and income from securities reached under the property t ax . 45 This 
provision is extended to security income received by banks and insurance 
and investment companies whose holdings of securities "constitute a part 
of the assets which determine the value of the shares assessed for ad 
valorem t axes to the stockholder �  ..46 
An inducement i s  provided to investors who purchase securities 
of dome stic corporations , the tax rate being 4 per cent on dividends 
from corporations having 75 per cent of their taxable property in 
Tennessee . 47 Income from stocks of other corporations is  taxed at 
43rrentice Hall , 2£· £!!. ,  (January 31 ,  1956 ) ,  p .  55 ,101 . 
44Ibid. , (January 31 , 1956 ) ,  p .  55 , 101 . 
45Ibid. , (March 5 ,  1957)  J p. 55 ' 211 . 
46tbid. ' (March 5 ,  1957 ) ,  p. 55 , 205 .  
47
Ibid. , (March 5 ,  1957 ) ,  p . 55 , 213. 
33 
6 per cent . 
Unemployment Compensation Tax 
The unempl oyment compensation tax has been included in our 
analy sis because of the importance of the employment security activit ies 
in the state ' s  welfare program ,  although the levy c annot strictly be 
considered as a tax revenue since the state has little di sc ret ion in the 
spending of the funds . 48 
The tax applie s to most employer s  who hire four or more worker s ,  
and the standard tax rate i s  2 .  7 per cent o f  taxabl e wag e s49 __ absorbiDg 
the feder al c redit allowed. In practice , ho-wever ,  an employer ' s  rate 
�11 range from the penalty rat e  of 3 per cent to the minimum rate of 
. 75 per cent , depending upon his experience rating .  The t ax  rate 
decline s as an employer ' s  credit balance with the unemployment compen-
sation fund is built up , the minilllUDl rate applying \'ben a credit equal 
to 1 2  per cent of the l ast annual payroll has accumul ated . so In the 
1957-58 fiscal year , 41 . 4  per cent of covered firms qualified for less 
than the st andard rate , 16 . 4  pe r cent of the firms being assigned the 
minimum rat e .  51 
48rhe contributions pass through a st ate clearing account into 
the federal Treasury ' s  Unemployment Compensation Pund. From this fund 
money withdra� by the st at e agency must be used solely for the payment 
of unemployment benefit s .  Tenne ssee � Annotated , �· ill· , Vol . IX, 
pp . 43 2-34 . 
4«Jnte maximum t axable wage for e ach individual wage earner is $3000. 
so Tennessee � Annot ated , �· ill• ,  Vol . IX, p .  424 . 
S.Lrwenty -Second Annual Report of � Department of Employment 
Security , 1958 (Nashville : n . n . , 1958), p .  14. 
34 
Other State Taxes 
Other st ate taxe s constitute minor revenue sources , and for 
that reason are discussed only briefly . These t axes include the gross 
receipt s tax, miscellaneous privilege t axes , and the inheritance and 
gift t axes . 
The gross receipts tax includes privilege taxes on soft drink 
bottlers ,  public utility companies , vending machine operators , chain 
stores , sewing machine agent s and dealer s ,  theaters ,  and others .  
Payment s made by the Tennessee Valley Authority in lieu of taxes lost 
to the state �en the Tenne ssee Valley Authority impounded taxable 
property are al so received under the gross receipts tax. S2 
Nume rous other miscell aneous privilege taxe s  are levied and 
collected by the county court clerks for remission to the state . 
Although these taxes are legion , their aggregate yield totals only 
$3 million to $3 . 5  million annually . 5
3 
It is thought that the 
administrative red tape and trouble and time lost to the busine ss 
community in paying the se t axes has out.eighed the paltry revenue s 
obt ained from them . 
The inheritance t ax  is imposed on the right of heirs to receive 
property transferred from decedents .  Intangible personal prope rty 
included in a resident decedent ' s  e st ate is taxable reg ardless of its 
52Department of Finance and Taxation , State of Tenne ssee , 
Report � the Biennium Ending june 30 , �� �· £!!. ,  p .  10 . 
53Ibid. , pp.  20-21. 
35 
locat ion , but only that real and tangible per sonal property having 
situs in the state is t axable . S 4 In the case of non- resident decedents ,  
the t ax applies only to real and tangible per sonal property loc ated in 
the stat e .  Deductions from the taxable estate include : 1 )  property 
t ransfe rred to governmental bodies or to non-profit wel fare (religious , 
charitable , etc . )  institutions ; 2)  accrued taxe s on the deceased and 
his prope rty ; 3 )  debt s of the deceased; 4) funeral expenses ;  and 5 )  
expenses incurred in the administration of the est ate . 55 The law 
distinguishes between direct and indirect heirs , the tax burden varying 
inversely · with the degree of relationship between the decedent and the 
beneficiary . A $10 , 000 exemption is allowed to direct heirs with the 
tax rates ranging from 1 to 7 per cent depending on the value of the 
transfer. Indirect heir s are allowed an initial $1 ,000 exemption , with 
rates ranging from 5 to 15 per cent . 56 
The gift tax is imposed in conjunction with the inherit ance tax 
to reach trans fer s of prope rty prior to death , and the provisions of 
both taxes are similar . Tennessee al so impose s an estate tax designed 
to absorb the differential bet.een all st ate death taxe s paid by an 
e st ate and the 80 per cent federal credit . 
II . LOCAL TAXBS 
Until the mid-1920' s ,  the general property t ax had easily been 
54-fennessee Code Annotated , .2R.· cit . , VI , 207 . 
55 Ibid. , pp . 216-17 . 
56 Ibid. , pp . 219-20. 
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the most important single st ate �evenue source . 57 However , the sharp 
decre ase in the t ax  rate after 1923 ,  coupled with the growing importance 
of privilege and consumption levies , relegated the property tax to a 
relatively minor role in stat e finance . Finally , in 1948 , the tax was 
abolished entirely for state purposes , being relinquished to local 
governments , �ere it is second in import ance only to state grant s as 
a gene�al revenue source . 58 
If we �re to attempt to categorize the property t ax  in a manner 
similar to that used for state taxes , we would find portions of the t ax 
falling in all. three c ategories .  That portion o f  the t ax  on owner­
occupied residence , roughly about 22 per cent ,S9 would fall in the first 
group . Probably about 34 per cent60 would be shi fted forward--this por-
tion of the levy having consumption tax characteristic s .  Included in 
this cl as s  would be that part of the t ax  shifted by property owners to 
their tenants and taxes on public utility prope rty--Which regulatory 
bodies tend to consider as a recoverable expense in setting utility 
rate structures.  The remaining share , approximately 44 per cent , would 
include that part of the tax on productive property of industrial plants 
and commercial establishments and would be treated by the entrepreneur 
57Jame s  B. Thorogood , ! Financial History of Tennessee Since !21Q 
(Nashville : Tennessee Industrial School ,  1949), p .  210 . 
Slaevenue from the sales of public utilities i s  not here included 
as general revenue . 
59Infra, p .  62-63 . 
60Infra , p .  62-65 . 
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as an expense . Here again , the possibility of shifting depends upon 
many factors :  aarket structure , location , the universality of the tax, 
and the elasticitie s of  supply and demand for the product . Ho.ever ,  
some of the tax is probably absorbed by the o�ers of the business , 
especially that portion of the tax �ich falls on land--a factor in 
fixed supply . 61 
In 1957 the property tax yielded $116 , 824 thousand, accounting 
for roughly 86 per cent of all local t axes. 62 Since the property tax 
comprises the bulk of the tax revenue of local governments ,  our discus-
sion of local t axes is devoted entirely to this levy . 
General Property Tax 
Most individuals and corporations are subject to a tax on their 
property holdings located in the state--the usual exe.ptions of religious , 
educational , and governaental property (and securities) , cemeteries ,  
highways , and charter-protected property being in effect . In addition ,  
Tennessee law provides for the exemption of : 1 )  growing crops that are 
direct product of �he soil in the hands of the producer or his immediate 
vendee (thi s provision has been extended to include articles manufactured 
61A tax on property in relatively fixed supply is said to be 
capitalized , that is , the expected annual net income flowing from the 
taxed good is reduced by the amount of the tax, hence its market value 
is also reduced. 
62f.iost of the remaining taxes are in the form of various business 
privilege t axes and license fees . U. S. Bureau of the Census , Compendium. 
of Government Finances , U .  S. Census of Governments :  1957 ,  Vol . III , 
iiO. 5 (washington : Government Printl.Di Office , 1959 ) ,P,l48 .  
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from the produce of the state , in the possession of the manufacturer ) ;  
2) Up to $10 , 000 in value of homes of disabled American veterans ; and 
3 )  $1 , 000 of personal property for each taxpayer. 63 In 1 959 , the state 
legislature enacted a law, that enable s  the tax asse ssor to assume that 
no individual has pe rsonal property valued in exce ss of $1, 000. 64 1bis 
legislation , in effect , virtually eliminate s the tax on pe rsonal property . 
Por taxable purpo se s , property is cl assified into realty , tangible 
and intangible per sonalty . Be fore passage of the above-mentioned l aw, 
t angible personal p roperty had been as se ssed for taxation under several 
classific ations. 65 Most int angibles , however , were exempt from the 
property t ax ,  being instead reached indirectly through the personal 
income tax or the corporation per sonalty t ax. 66 The se exempt int angible s  
63eecil Morg an , Property Asse s sment Administration in Tennessee , 
1955-56 , Report to County Tax Asse ssment Subcommittee of the Legislative 
Council Committee , (n . p . , Tenne ssee Legislative Council , 1956 ) ,  p .  104. 
64rennessee State Planning Commission , "Sources of Municipal 
Revenue , "  TSCP Publication No . 297 (Nashville : Tenne sse e  State Pl anning 
Commission , 195 9 ) , p. 9 .  
- -
65
Personalty was grouped according to its g eneral· nature , such as 
household implement s and furniture , machinery and vehicle s , livestock , 
boats and watercraft , etc . Morgan ,  �· £!.!.. , pp . 105-6 . This should 
not imply , however , that the property tax is a cl assified t ax. A sy stem 
of classification i s  precluded by a provi sion in the state Constitution 
�ch states that all property mus t  be t axed at the s ame rate . 
66rhis t ax  applie s  to all domestic manufacturing and per sonal 
service corpor ations and to s imil ar foreign firms having their entire 
plant and busine ss in Tenne ssee . The tax was de signed to reach int angi­
ble pe rsonalty of corporations "at the source . "  The value of the 
int angible property is me asured by the value of the capital stock or 
corporate p roperty less the value of real and tangible per sonal property 
alre ady  asse s se d  under the property tax. Prentice Hall , 22.· cit . , 
pp. 15 , 205-6 . 
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· do  not include money on hand or on deposit , nor do they include share s 
in financial institut ions (Which are exempt from the per sonal income 
tax) . These latter intangible s are asse ssed as personal property of 
both re sident and non-resident stockholders , although , in an effort to 
get around the difficulty o f  determining the location of the shares , 
the law holds the financial institutions responsible for paying the 
tax. 67 
The effec tive t ax  rate is determined by the official tax rate 
and the assessed value of the taxable property . 68 Both the official 
t ax  rates and the asse ssed to actual property value s ratio vary �dely 
among localities. Studies have indic ated that property is gene rally 
assessed at le ss than its market value , that unequal asse ssment within 
local taxing jurisdictions is widespread,  and that much property escapes 
t axation entirely . 69 
III . SUMMARY 
The purpose of this chapter was one of description rather than 
analysis . A thumbnail description of important Tenne ssee t axes was 
presented ,  as the author considered the knowledge of certain character-
istics of these taxes vital to the development and understanding of the 
67Ibid. , p .  31 , 203 . 
68rbe county tax as se ssor has the responsibility for assessing 
all property except that of public utilities �ich is assessed by the 
State Public Service Commission. 
69Morgan , �· ill· ,  pp. 27-99 . 
methods and assumptions used in the incidence analysis found in later 
chapter s .  
Consumer s apparent ly bear a large share o f  the Tennessee t ax  
burden. According t o  our classification , roughly 57  pe r cent of the 
st ate t axes and 34 per cent of local property taxe s  fall into the 
consumer tax category . 70 Since the proportion of income spent for 
consumption increases as income decrease s ,  we tent at ively concluded 
that the tax structure is regre ssive . This conclu sion is fur the r 
explored and statistically tested in Chapters III and IV. 
70r.bese figure s do not include all of the taxes that fall on 
con sumers , for , as we have explained, some of the taxes in the busine ss 
cost and profit tax c ategory may ultimately be shifted to consumer s .  
OiAPT.BR III 
AUOCATIOO OP THB TBNNBSSBE TAX BURD.BN-­
ASSUMPTIOOS , METHODS , AND FINDINGS 
In thi s  chapter--�ch together with Chapters IV and V forms 
the heart of our analysis--we have developed estimates  of the Tenne ssee 
t ax  burden borne by households in e ach income bracket . The development 
of  these estimates involved analy se s of several rel ated factors . First , 
since we were concerned with the incidence of the taxes r athe r than 
their original �pact , we have analyzed some of the more important 
factors that determine the degree to which firms can shift co st taxes 
imposed on them by state and local government s .  This involved consid­
eration of special problems arising from the ·�pen economy " nature of 
a single state within a national setting , i . e . , potential and actual 
economic competition among Tennessee busine sses and those of the re st 
of  the nation must be considered as well as tax differentials in dif­
ferent states . Second, since our study was limited to Tenne ssee resi­
dents ,  we have examined the proce sses by which Tenne ssee taxes may be 
shifted out side the state . Third ,  we have estimated the proportion of  
all Tennessee households in each income bracket as  �11 as  the consump­
tion , income and wealth-holding patterns of the se households . These 
pat terns formed the basi s for our alloc ation of the taxes . Lastly , we 
have apportioned the various taxes de scribed in Chapter II among income 
bracket s ,  our methods and assumptions being based on the analyses 
mentioned above . 
I .  FACTORS AFF.BCTING THE ABILITY OF BUSINESSMEN TO SHI FT 
THEIR TAXBS--MARKBT POSITION AND TAX DI FFERENTIALS 
Since t axes are often ultimately borne by groups other than 
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those upon �om the levy is fir st imposed,  analy sis of the distribu-
tion of the t ax  burden often involves making assumptions based on 
economic theory conce rnihg the direction and degree of t ax  shifting . 
These assumptions are , in many c ases , controve rsial . The 
concept of tax incidence it self is vague and uncertain , there being 
little common agreement among economist s in this field. Al te rnate 
assumptions based on diverse theorie s appear equally valid. Further-
more , the fact that the tax shifting pr oce ss is influenced by numerous 
factor s and is felt in so many sectors creates gre at di fficulty in the 
st atistical measurement of tax incidence .  It has been said that the 
subject of tax incidence is "a riddle wrapped in a my stery inside an 
enigma. ttl 
�bile this is true of taxe s  imposed at the national level , the 
analysis of state and loc al  taxes offers difficulties that are many 
times more complex and frustr ating because a nation 
is for all practic al purposes a "closed" economy from the 
standpoint of tax policy considerations , whereas st ate and 
local governments are operating an "open" economy--among 
the states there are few arti ficial or natural barriers to 
the inter st ate flow of goods , people ,  wealth , and industry . 
Shi fting analysis at the st ate level involves the same type 
of economic re asoning as in the federal t ax  case , but , in 
!Robert s .  Ford, .. Some Economic Aspects of the Present Corporate 
Income Tax, " Proceedings of the National Tax Association Conference , 
1947 (Sacramento : National Tax As sociation , 1947 ) ,  p .  55 . 
addition , is complicated by the fact that business concerns 
in one st ate may be compe ting in the national market with 
firms ope rating in the subst antially di fferent t ax climate 
of another state . 2 
It c an thus be seen that the open economy quality of a state 
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force s the economist to consider that : 1 )  t axe s  imposed by a state 
may be borne by residents outside the taxing state3 (and vice ver sa) , 
2)  both the intrastate and inter state market positions of taxed busine ss 
firms are relevant to shi fting analysis , and 3) differenti als in the t ax  
climate o f  various states influence the degree o f  t ax  shifting possible .  
All o f  these factor s have been considered in the ensuing analysis . The 
second and third were analy zed in this section , the first being discussed 
in the following section.  
The market position of most fir.ms paying Tennessee taxes is char-
acterized by outside fir.ms competing with domestic fi�s for Tenne ssee 
business or Tennessee firms competing with outside firms in the national 
market .  Although ordinarily firms are thought of as trying to recoup 
t ax  payments in the form of higher prices of the goods they sell (or 
lower prices for productive factors that they buy ) ,  thi s is impossible 
when competing , non-taxed firms do not h ave the cost of Tenne ssee taxes 
(or simil ar taxes imposed in the st ate of  their domicile ) to cover 
2university of Wisconsin Tax Study Committee , "Distribution of 
State and Loc al Taxe s in Wiscqnsin , "  Chap . 2, Wisconsin ' s  State and 
Loc al !.!!, Burden (Madison : n . n. , 1959 ) ,  pp . 36-37.  
�imarily out -of-state consumers who purchase goods that have 
the taxe s subsumed in their price and non-re sident stockholders o f  
taxed corporations oper ating in the taxing state . 
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in their prices . If Tennes see fi�s held a more or less monopolistic 
position over the loc al market as well as the national market ,  as do 
automobile manufacturers located in Michigan , they would be in a 
strong position to shift a large port ion of the taxes imposed on them. 
Ho.ever , with the exception of local monopolies such as public utilitie s ,  
Tennessee industry faces heavy competition from out-of-state industry . 
The fact that heavily competitive rather than monopolistic element s are 
pre sent in the market faced by Tennes see firms makes it e ssential that 
another pertinent fac tor be conside red , i . e . , the relative impact of 
business taxes imposed in various states.  I f  taxes similar to those 
imposed on firms in Tenne ssee were universally levied in all states , 
complete shifting would be possible . All firms would have identical 
t ax element s subsumed in their cost s ,  the entire amount of which would 
have to be covered by price in the long run if the firms were to con­
tinue to operate . No firm , regardless of loc ation , would have a 
competitive price advantage caused by t ax differential s . In re ality , 
however , the possibility of complete and uniform t ax shifting i s  
precluded since it i s  unlikely that an identical t ax climate exists 
in the various states .  
To determine fairly accurately the degree t o  which firms were 
able to shift Tenne ssee t axe s  would have involved complete knowledge 
of the relative tax burden diffe rentials between Tenne s see and all the 
other st ates in which Tennessee firms do business . The investigation 
of thi s  problem alone would easily require enough research for another 
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the sis . Rather than at tempt a t ask of thi s magnitude , two al ternative 
c ase s involving a range of possibilities have been pre sented.  In Case I 
it it has been assumed that , unless otherwise noted , Tennes see taxe s  
imposed on firms f acing national competition were borne entirely by the 
firm . In Case li it has been as sumed that t axe s  in other states com­
ple tely of fset the Tennes see levie s ;  thus enabl ing busine ss cost taxe s  
to be completely shi fted. 
I I . EXPORTING OP THB TAXBS 
Not all of the t axe s  levied by Tenne ssee st ate and local govern­
ment s are paid by Tenne ssee resident s .  Part o f  the t axe s  may be borne 
by out -of-state purchasers of Tenne ssee products and by non-re sident 
stockholders of t axed corpor ations ope r ating in Tenne ssee . In addition , 
since some of the state t axe s are deductible for federal income t ax  
purpose s ,  the federal government , in e f fe ct , pay s  p art o f  the tax bill 
of Tenne ssee resident s and corporations . 
Taxes Borne by Out -o f-state Re sidents 
Our study was limited to the e stimation of t axe s  borne by 
Tenne sseans . Thus , that part o f  the Tenne ssee taxes e stimated to have 
been paid by out-of-state consumer s  of Tenne ssee product s  was excluded 
from our analysi s .  The se estimate s  of the portion of consumption taxe s 
paid by out-of-st ate re sident s were based on rathe r arbitr ary assump­
tions , since no information could be found concerning that portion of 
total Tenne ssee sales made to non-resident consumers . However , we 
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have used similar e stimates made in the Wisconsin and Michigan studies4 
as a guide--keeping in mind that propably a smaller proportion of Ten-
ne ssee sales are made in the interstate market than are made by busines se s  
located in Michigan an d  Wisconsin . In addition ,  no explicit attempt has 
been made to e stimate that portion of out-of-state t axe s borne by Tennes-
seans . 
Out-of-state residents also bear Tenne ssee t axes in their role 
as stockholders of corpor ations taxed by the state and it s localities . 
To the extent that a tax cannot be shifted but falls on corporate profits , 
the corpor ation owners bear the t ax .  If the corporation is wholly owned 
by Tenne ssee resident s ,  the tax is borne entirely in Tenne ssee.  But if 
the corporation is nationally owned , Tennesse e stockholde rs share the 
tax with other stockholders . In our study it has usually been assumed 
that Tennessee -o�ed corpor ations provide 40 per cent and nationally 
owned corporations 60 per cent of the taxable corporate bases and , 
further , it has been assumed that Tenne ssee stockholders be ar . 8  per 
cent of the tax on nationally owned corporation s .  The former e stimated · 
percent ages were roughly the proportions that ''domestic " and "foreign " 
corporations--as classified by the Tennessee Department of Finance and 
Taxation--paid of the Corporate Excise tax in 1957.  The l atter est i-
mated percentage was the proportion of total dividends paid in the 
United Stat es in 1956 received by Tenne ssee resident s . S 
4university of Wisconsin Tax Study Committee , 2£· cit . , pp . 44-45 ; 
R . A .  Musgrave and D. W. Daicoff , ''Nlo Pays the Michigan Taxe s , " Chap . 4 ,  
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federal Tax Off sets 
Another f actor that was considered was that some state and 
local taxes are deductible for federal income t ax  purpose s .  To the 
extent that these t axes are deduc tible , the state t ax  burden was 
lessened. Since the federal tax rate on corpor ate incomes is approx-
imately SO per cent , one-half of the unshifted portions of the st ate 
and local t axes on Tenne ssee corpor ations wer e deducted. 6 Thi s deduc-
tion can only apply to unshifted portions of the tax , for when the tax 
is shifted , prices and taxable gross income rise , and the re sulting 
enlarged federal income tax will wipe out the state t ax  deductions . 
Non-incorporated businesses may also offset state and local 
t axes against the feder al per sonal income t ax .  Although the marginal 
rate of offset could range from 0 to 91 per cent , we have , for simpli­
city , followed Musgr ave and Daicoff • s  assumption7 of a flat 25 pe r cent 
offset on non-corporate busine ss income . Individuals �o itemi ze 
Michig an Tax Study St aff Papers (Lansing : n . n , , 1958 ) ,  pp . 171-73 . 
Su .  s. Tre asury Department , Internal Revenue Service , St atistics 
of Income , 1956 , Individual Income !!! Returns (washington : Government 
Print ing Of fice , 1958 ) ,  p .  58 . 
6Actually , the 52 pe r cent income tax rate applies only to that 
portion of corpor at e ne t income s above $25 , 000. Income below this 
amount is t axed at the 30 pe r cent rate.  No dat a could be found con­
cerning the portion of Tenne ssee corpor ation net income that was t axed 
at the maximum rate . However , national figure s show th at 1957 income 
tax payment s by all corpor ations filing t ax  returns were 46 . 48  per cent 
of taxable income in that year . U .  S .  Treasury Department , Internal . 
Revenue Service , St atistics of Income , 1956-57 : Corporation Income � 
Returns (Washington : Government Printing Office , 195 9 ) , p .  6 .  It is 
probable that the average t ax  rate p aid by Tennesse e  corporations does 
not deviate appreciable from thi s figure . 
?Musgrave and Daicoff , �· cit . , p .  171 . 
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deductions on their personal income tax returns may al so offset some 
state and local t ax  payments against their personal income tax parment s , 8 
the offset being equal to the marginal t ax  rate multiplied by the per 
cent of returns with itemized deductions as seen in Table III . 
III . BSTIMATBD BRACKBT DISTRIBUTI� OP SPENDING UNITS 
(HOUSEHOLDS) , INCQ\IB TYPES AND 
CONSUMPTIOO BXPBNDITURBS 
Preliminary to the al loc ation of the taxes was the development 
of the estimated di stribution o f  Tennessee households by income bracket s .  
The technique used i s  presented in Table IV. Dat a were available con­
cerning the distribution of familie s9 in Tennessee in 1949 and for the 
region of the South in the years 1949 and 1957.  It was assumed that 
Tenne ssee had exhibited the same change in percentages as had the South 
between tho se two years . lO The resulting percentages in each bracket 
8Por those who t ake the standard deduc tion the deductibility of 
state and loc al t axes is immaterial since the deduct ion is the same , 
reg ardless of the amount of state and loc al taxes paid. 
9Although the Bureau of the Census • de finition of families 
dif fer s  slightly fr om the concept of the household as a spending unit , 
the two concept s are similar enough in meaning and distribution to be 
u sed for our purpose . 
lOzt was recognized that the procedure used to estimate the 1957 
Tennessee distribution was not mathematically correct since it as sumed 
that the change (increase o r  decrease ) in the percent age in a given 
income br acket was the same for Tenne ssee as for the South . However , 
we were handic apped by the l ack of absolute dat a and were forced to 
rely on percent age s .  �en di stributions are shown in percent age ter.ms , 
it is almost impossible to estimate accurately the change in one set 
TABLB III 
FBDHRAL TAX OFFSET FOR INDIVIDUALS 
Income Class 
0 to $1 , 999 
$2,000 to $2,999 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 
$S , 000 to $6 , 999 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 
$10 , 000 and over 
1 
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5 . 68 
7 . 50 
8 . 88 
9. 26 
11 . 68 
Source : U.  S. Treasury Department , Internal Revenue 
Service , St atistics of Income--1954. Individual Income Tax 
Returns (�shington :--Government:Printing Office , 1957) , cited 
by R. A. Musgrave and D. W. Daicoff , "Nlo Pays the Michigan 
Taxes?" Chap . 4 , Michigan Tax Study Staff Paper s  (Lansing : 




DERIVATION OF TBNNBSSEB HOUSEHOLD DISTRIBUTIOO BY INCCMB BRACKETS 
SOU'lll TENNESSEE 
INC<MB 1 I 2 3 4 I 5 6 
BRACICBT 1949 I 1957 CHANGE 1949 I 1957 .. Households 
Per cent Per cent Number 
0 to $1 , 999 44. 7  24. 2  -20 . 5  50. 4 29 . 9  280 , 912 
$2, 000 to $2, 999 19. 0  12. 9 - 6 . 1  19. 0  12. 9 121 , 195 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 14. 4  13 . 9  - 0 . 5  13 . 1  12. 6 118 , 377 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 8 . 5  12. 3 3 . 8  7. 1 10. 9 102 , 406 
$S , 000 to $6 , 999 8 . 0  20. 5  1 2. 5 6 . 5 19 . 0  178 ,504 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 3 . 1  10. 9 7. 8 2. 2 10. 0 93 , 950 
$10 , 000 and over 2. 3 5 . 3  3 . 0  1 . 7  4. 7 44 , 156 
Total 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 939 , 500b 
&column 4 plus column 3 .  
�stimated in "Survey of Buying Power , "  Sale s Management Magazine , 
May 10 , 1958 , p .  674 . 
Source : Column 1 from U .  s .  Bureau of  the Censu s ,  1950 Census of  
Populat ion , Vol .  II , Characteristics of  !h! Population , Part 1 (washington : 
Government Printing Office , 1953 ) ,  p.  137 .  
Column 4 :  Ibid. , Part 42,  Chap. B ,  p .  50 . 
Column 2 from u .  s .  Bureau o f  the Census , Current Population 
Report s ,  Consumer Income , Series P-60 , No . 30 (washington : Government 
Printing Office , 1958 ) ,  p .  28 .  
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were then multiplied by the estimated total number of households in 
1957 to obtain the distribution . 
of distributions from the change in another set unless both the distri­
butions and the changes in the two sets are nearly identical . 
An alternate method that could have been used would have been 
to estimate the 1 957 Tennessee distribution from the relative change 
that occurred in each bracket in the South' s  distribution between 1949 
and 1957 . Let 83. · 49 and Si · 57 denote the percentage of families in 
the ;!h income bracket for the South for the years 1949 and 1957 respec­
tively . Let Ti • 49 and Ti• 57 denote the percentage of Tennessee families 
in the ith income class for the same years . 
Ti • S7 - Ti • 49 
Assuming that Ti• 49 
= 
si · 57 - si · 49 
si · 49 
then Ti• 57 = Ti• 49 + (Si · 57 - Si • 49) 
Ti · 49 
Si · 49 
This assumes that the change in percentage for Tennessee relative to 
the 1949 percent age for Tennessee is  the same as the change in percentage 
for the South relative to the 1949 percentage for the South . The esti­









10 and over 
Per cent of Families 
27 . 3  
12. 9 
12. 6  
10. 2 
16 . 7  
7 . 7  
3 . 9  
91. 3 
As can be seen , the use of this method doe s not result in a total of 
100 per cent . This is because identical percentages (the change per 
bracket in the South relative to the 1949 bracket figure ) are applied 
to different bases (i . e . , the Tennessee 1949 figures  were not identical 
with those of the South) . 
In order to obtain the total Tennessee distribution , each 
bracket estimate must be divided by the 91 . 3 per cent total . The 
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It was also necessary to estimate , prior to apportionment of 
the tax burden , the di stributive patterns of 1) the relevant income 
types and 2) the consumption expenditures. The first e stimate was 
accomplished simply by t aking data from the 1956 Statistic s of Income11 
and expressing them in percentage terms , as sho� in Table V. The 
second estimate was accomplished in two steps.  Fir st , the distribution 
of average household expenditure s in each income br acket for certain 









10 and over 
Per cent of families 
29. 9  
14. 1 
13. 8  
11 . 2  
18 . 3  
8 . 4  
4. 3 
100. 0 
However ,  this method of "forcing" the discrepancy (between the 
e stimated and the true totals ) into the distribution would have been a 
highly arbitrary and artifici al procedure--probably subject to as much 
error as the method actually used. Moreover , the distribution obtained 
in this alternative manner does not differ greatly fr� the one used. 
Since both methods are merely estimating procedures used in the absence 
of better dat a , technical precision and' refinement of the techniques 
used are not essential in thi s case . The analyst should , however , 
choose the method which he believes affords results which most closely 
approximate the t rue situation . 
llu. s. Treasury Department , Internal Revenue Service , Statistics 
of Income , 1956 , Individual Income Tax Returns ,  �· £!!_. ,  p . 22. This 
publication shows , among other things , the distribut ion of types of 
income--the information being compiled from personal income t ax returns . 
This information was obtained from all federal returns filed in the 




PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF INC<J.Ul COMPONENTS USBD TO 
.ALLOCATE TAXBS AMONG INC� BRACKETS 
1 2 3 4 
WAGES BUSINESS RENTS 
INCOME BRACKBT AND DIVIDENDS INca.ma AND 
SAIARIBS ROYALTmS 
0 to $1 , 999 5 . 74 2. 30 6 . 40 13 . 04 
$2, 000 to $2 , 999 7 . 74 2. 38 7 . 32 8 . 89 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 11 . 81 2. 78 7 . 93 7 . 08 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 15 . 17 2. 65 7 . 90 7 . 35 
$5 , 000 to $6 , 999 26 . 29 5 . 15 11 . 56 11 . 17 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 19 . 21 6 . 6 2 12. 36 11 . 66 
$10 , 000 and over 14 . 04 78 . 1 2 46 . 53 40. 81 
All Brackets 100. 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00  
5 6 7- 8 
INCOME BRACKBT INTERESI' CAPITAL FARM LI�ID 
INCC»m INCOMEb INCC»m ASSETS 
0 to $1 , 999 9. 98 6 . 20 9 . 4  11 . 50 
$2 , 000 to $2, 999 7 . 55 4.85 11 . 7  6 . 25  
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 7 . 13 4. 59 13 . 1  8 . 75 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 6 . 61 4 . 47 12. 1 9 . 50 
$5 , 000 to $6 , 999 12. 02 7 . 83 18 . 3  20. 50 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 13 . 33 9 . 06  14. 5  18 . 00 
$10 , 000 and over 43 . 38 63 . 00 20. 9  . 25 . 50 
All Brackets 100. 00 100. 00 100. 0  100 . 00 
�et income of non-incorporated business . 
bDividends, intere st, rent s and royalties.  
Source : Columns 1 through 6 derived from dat a  taken from U . s .  
Tre asury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, 
1956 , Individual Income Tax Returns (washington : Government Print ing 
Office, 1958 ) , p .  22. 
-
Column 7 from U .  S .  Department of Comme rce , Survey of Curr ent 
Business . 
Column 8 from Federal Re serve Bulletin , March, 1956 , cited in 
University of Wisconsin Tax Study Committee , "Distribution of St ate and 
Local Taxe s in Wisconsin , "  Chap . 2 ,  Wisconsin' s  State and � !!;! 
Burden (Madison : n.n.,  1959 ) ,  p .  52.  
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items of consumption was abstracted from the LIFB Study of Consumer 
Expenditures . 12 Second, the average expenditures for each item were 
multiplied by the number of Tennessee households in each income bracket 
and the resulting product for each bracket was expressed as a percentage 
of the total of all expenditures for that item . This afforded a base on 
which to distribute taxes borne by consumers .  The results o f  both of 
these steps may be seen in Tables VI and VII .  
IV. DISTRIBUTICil OF THE TAX BURDEN AM� INC<»m BRACKETS--
CASE I ASSUMPTIOOS 
In this section we have estimated the distribution of the taxes, 
our methods being based, to a large extent, on the preceding analysis . 
In general, our procedure was to first apportion the tax burden to the 
various economic or income groups ( wage earners . dividend recipients, 
consumers , etc . ) according to our reasoning concerning the incidence 
of the taxes . The estimated portion of the taxes shifted to residents 
of other states was then deducted as were federal tax offsets . The 
remaining portion of the taxes were then allocated to Tennessee house-
holds in accordance with the consumption and income patterns developed 
in the preceding section. Case I assumptions applied in the analysis 
of this section . That is , with some exception, most of the Tennessee 
12Alfred Politz Research , Inc . , !:!!!. Study of Consumer Expendi­
tures--!, Background of Market Decisions, Vol .  I (New York : !!!!!!• Inc . , 
1957 ) .  This study was based on a nationwide sample of households, 
both rural and urban. The expenditure patterns obtained refer roughly 
to the years 1955-1956 . 
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TABLB VI 
MBAN HOUSEHOLD EXPENDI'IlJRBS BY INCCM! BRACICETS 
1 2 3 4 s 6 
ALL BEER , AI.:B GASQ- AUTOS 
INCGIB BRACKET GOODS FOOD TOBACCO WINE AND LINB AND 
AND LIQJ<Jl AND ACCBS-
SERVICES OIL SORIBS 
0 to $1 , 999 $19 33 $ 606 $ 66 $ 17 $ 79 $ 86 
$2 , 000 to $2 , 999 29 24 828 104 44 1 24 194 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 3839 1011 117 39 147 326 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 4363 1096 132 43 168 342 
$5 , 000 to $6 , 999 5016 1214 145 58 190 452 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 6063 1381 173 68 205 5 20 
$10 ,000 and over 7946 1643 152 118 236 694 
7 8 9 10 11 1 2  
OIL , a.rHBR HOMB <ntMUNI- Ol'HBR 
INCC»wm BRACKET AUI'OS AND PERSONAL HOUSING HBATING , CATiatS TRANS-
ACCBS- AND MBDI- UTILITmS PORTA-
SORIBSa CAL CARE TION 
0 to $1 , 999 $165 $ 77 $194 $ 70 $19 $ 30 
$2, 000 to $2 , 999 318 79 359 117 2S ss 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 473 124 401 154 37 58 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 510 139 493 172 41 71 
$S , 000 to $6 , 999 642 158 544 194 48 100 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 725 172 6 27 181 54 138 
$10 , 000 and over 930 301 758 268 78 196 
acombinat ion of Columns s and 6 .  
Source : Co1wnns 1 through 11 from g.£! Study of Consumer Bxpendi tu�es-­
! Background of Market Decisions (New York , 1957 ) ,  pp . 17 , 41 , 65 , 89 , 113. 
Column 12 from Study of  Consumer Bxpendi ture s ,  Incomes , .!!!S! Savings , �� 
Vol .  XVIII , (University of Pennsylvania:  1957 ) ,  pp. 2-11 , cited by B. W. Hanczaryk 
and J.  H.  Thompson , The Ec onomic Impact of St ate and Local � in � Virginia 
(Morgantown , �st Virginia:  west Virginia University , 1958 ) ,  p .  40 . 
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TABI..B VII 
P.BRCBNTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CONSUMPTI� C<».iPONBNTS USBD 
TO ALLOCATE TAXES AMONG INC<J.m GROUPS 
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 
AU BBBR , ALB GASO- AUTOS OIL , 
INCC»m BRACICBT GOODS POOdl TOBAccoa WINE AND LINB AND �UTOS AND 
AND LI(�J(:aa AND ACCBS- ACCBS-
SBRVICBSa OIL a ' SCRIB� SORmsa 
$0 to $1 , 999 15 . 02 18 . 09  17 . 27 11 . 63 16. 39 8 . 58 11 . 12 
$2, 000 to $2, 999 9 . 81 11 . 06  11 . 7 4  12. 98 11 . 10 8 . 35 9 . 24 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 12. 57 12. 91 12. 90 11 . 24 12. 85 13 . 71 13. 43 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 12. 36 12. 17 12. 59 10. 72 12. 70 12. 44 12. 53 
$5 , 000 to $6 , 999 24 . 77 23 . 64 24. 11 25 . 20 25 . 04 28 . 67 27 . 49 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 15 . 76 14. 24 15 . 14 15 . 55 14 . 22 17. 36 16 . 34 
$10, 000 and over 9 . 71 7 . 89 6 . 25 12. 68 7 . 70 10. 89 9 � 85 
TO:rAL 100. 00 100. 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 
8 9 10 11 12 13 
O'l1lBR HQ.m CCM-ruNI- LIFB Ol'HBR 
INCOMB BRACKET PBRSOOAL HOOSINGa HEATING , CATICfiSa IN SUR- TRANs- · 
AND MEDI- UTILITIES& ANCB PORTA-
CAL CAREa PREMIUMS TIOOa 
$0 to $1 , 999 18 . 37 14. 14 14 . 77 15 . 68 1 12. 27 
$2 , 000 to $2 , 999 8 . 13 11 . 29 10. 65 8 . 90 4 9 . 71 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 12. 46 12. 32  13 . 69 1 2. 87 12 9 . 99 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 12. 09 13 . 10 1 3 . 23 12. 34 16 10. 58 
$S , 000 to $6 , 999 23 . 94 25 . 19 26 . 00 25 . 18 19 25 . 98 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 13 . 7 2  15 . 28  12. 77 14. 91 16 18 . 87 
$10 , 000 and over 11 . 29 8 . 68 8 . 89 10. 12 3 2 12. 60 
TaEAL 100 . 00 100 . 00 100. 00 100 . 00 100 100. 00 
"rable IV multiplied by Table II , Column 6 and the re sulting products 
expressed · in percentages . 
Source : Col1llltls 1 through 11 and Column 13 derived from Table s II and IV. 
Column 12 from Life Insurance Fact Book--1959 (New York : Institute of 
Life Insurance , 1959 ) , -p:-22 . 
-- -
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business cost taxes were treated as being unique to the state . As 
such, the t axes were unshiftable , and they were considered to be 
borne by the owners of the taxed firms . 
Retail Sales and Use Tax and Other Consumer Excise s 
Since the sales and use tax applies only to certain items of 
tangible per sonal property sold at retail , an estimate of the distri-
bution of a sales tax base was obtained , as it would have been too 
time-consuming to estimate the distribution of expenditure s for each 
taxable item . The distribution of expenditures for all goods and 
services was shown in Column 1 of Table VIII .  In Columns 2 through 6 
the distribution of the major exemptions from taxable sales was sho� . 
Deducting Column 7--the total of Columns 2 through 6--from Column 1 
gave the distribution of taxable expenditures which were then expre ssed 
in percentages. 13 
Not all retail sales (the last or final sale of an article ) are 
made solely to consumers . It was estimated that approximately $9 . 5  mil-
lion of the tax was from sales to Tenne ssee businesses  and $1 . 5  million 
from sale s to out-of-state businesses . l4 The se taxes were thus costs 
13r.be tot al in Column 7 may not be accurate . However , a high 
degree of accuracy in dollar totals is relatively unimportant here , as 
the primary purpose was to develop an estimate of the distribution of 
the base . 
14nata were available concerning the type of businesses from 
which sales tax collections were made . It was assumed that tax collec­
tions from firms selling the following product types were from sales to 
business or industrial consumers : office equipment , re staurant and 
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TABLE VIII 
IERIVATIC!f OF THE SALBS TAX BASE DISTRIBUTION 
1 2 3 4 5 
TarAL EXPEND- EX.CLUSIOOS 
INCCHB BRACKET ITURES FOR HOUSE- TOBACCO GASOLINE 
ALL GOODS RBNTALSa HOLD PROOOCTS AND OIL 
AND SERVICBSa UI'ILITIBS 
MILLIONS OF OOLLARS 
$0 to $1 , 999 543 . 00  21 . 26 43 . 08 21 . 26 34. 47 
$2, 000 to $2 , 999 35 4. 37 16 . 97 31 . 07 14. 45 23 . 34 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 . 454. 45 18 . 5 2  39 . 93 15 . 88 27 . 03 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 446 . 80 19 . 69 38 . 59 15 . 50 26 . 71 
$5 , 000 to $6 , 999 895 . 38 37 . 87 75 . 84 29 . 70 52. 66 
$7 ,000 to $9 , 999 569 . 62 22. 97 37 . 2S 18 . 64 29 . 91 
$10 , 000 and over 350 . 86 13 . 05 25 . 93 7 . 69 16 . 19 
Total 3 , 614 . 48  150. 32 291 . 69 123 . 10 210 . 31 
Source : Columns 1 , 4 ,  and 5 we re obtained by multiplying the 
mean expenditure by brackets for the se items (See Table VI ) by Table IV , 
Column 6 .  Tot al rent expenditures were obtained by assuming that 
40 per cent of Tennessee households occupy rented dwellings and that 
the average annual rental paid was $400 . These figures wer e  e stimated 
from data in the U. S. Bureau of Census , St atistical Abstract of the 
United St ate s :  1959 (washington : Government Printing Office ,:l959 ),  
pp . 763 , 767 , whi�owed that 40 . 1  per cent of occupied dwelling units 
in the South in 1956 were rented and that the median gross monthly rent 
paid for dwelling units in Tennessee was $30 . 73 a month . Total rent 
expenditure s were then di stributed according to the distribution o f  
household expenditure s for housing (Table VII , Column 9 ) .  Th e  esti­
mated expenditures for utilities and other services (including shoe 
cleaning and repair , cleaning and dyeing , laundering , other services 
relating to clothing , barbershops and beauty parlors ,  telephone and 
telegraph , services of doctor s ,  dentist s and other professional ser­
vices , transportation , radio and television repair,  and admissions) 
we re obtained by multiplying the tot al amount of personal consumption 
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TABLE VII I  (CONTINUED) 
IERIVATION OF THB SALBS TAX BASB DISTRIBUTION 
6 I 7 8 r 9 
RXCI.liSIC»lS DISTRIBUTION OF THB 
INCC!tm BRACKET 01'HBR 
I 
T<JrAL SALES TAX BASE 
SERVICES EXCLUSIONS I PBR CENT 
MILLIONS OP OOLIARS I 
$0 to $1 , 999 6 3 . 37 183 . 43 359 . 57 14. 42 
$ 2 , 000 to $2, 999 28 . 04 113 . 88 240 . 50 9 . 64 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 42. 98 144. 34 310 . 11 12. 43 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 41 . 70 1 42. 19 304. 6 0  1 2 . 21 
$5 , 000 to $6 , 999 82. 58 278 . 63 616 . 75 24. 73 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 47 . 33 156 . 09 413 . 53 16 . 58 
$10 , 000 and over 38 . 95 101 . 81 249 . 06 9 . 99 
Total 344. 94 1 , 1 20 . 36 2 , 494 . 13 100. 00 
expenditures for the se items in 1957 (as contained in u .  S.  Department 
of Commerce , Survey o f  Cur rent Business , july , 195 9 , p .  17 ) by the 
proportion that Tennes see ' s  1957 population was of the total Unit ed 
Stat e s  population in 1957--2. 03 per cent . The to t al s  were then dist ri­
buted according to Table VI I ,  Columns 8 and 10.  
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of business and as such the firms would have liked to recover these 
costs by raising the price of goods sold to consumers . However ,  since 
the type of firms involved were probably subject to national competi-
tion , it was assumed that no shifting of this portion of the sales tax 
took pl ace . Forty per cent of the tax on sale s to in-state businesses 
was assumed to be made by unincorporated enterprises , with the tax 
allocated according to  the distribution of  non-corporation business 
profit s (Table V, Column 3 ) .  Of the remainder o f  the busine ss portion 
of the tax ,  60 per cent was assumed to fall on nationally owned corpo-
rations and 40 per cent on locally owned corporations.  
It was assumed that taxe s on sale s to consumers were entirely 
shifted to the consumer since all sales in Tenne ssee are taxed reg ard-
less of the domicile of the selling firm-
·
-no firm having a competitive 
advantage . Of the t axes on sales to consumers ,  S per cent were estimated 
to fall on out-of-state consumers and the remainder were distributed , 
after fede ral offset s ,  according to the distribution of taxable consump-
tion expenditures (Table VIII , Column 9 ) .  
hotel equipment , warehouses and storage plant s ,  machine shops and 
foundaries , mill supplies , signs , petroleum equipment , manufacturers of 
chemical product s ,  construction equipment , automotive machinery and 
testing equipment . Taxes from these sale s plus the use tax--llilich was 
treated as falling entirely on purchases by busine ss firms--amounted 
to approximately $6 million . Tax receipts on sale s by other manufac­
turers ,  lumber deale rs , builders and contractors were roughly $13 mil­
lion . Although sale s by the se latter concerns to businesses were not 
classified separately from sales to other consumers , it seemed reason­
able and conservative to estimate that $S million in taxes came from 
sales to busine sses . See Tennessee Taxpayers Association , Research 
Report �· 125 (Nashville : Tennessee Taxpayers Association , 1957 ) .  
pp . i-v.  It was then arbitrarily assumed that $1 . 5  million of total 
sales t ax  collections were from sales to out-of-state firms . 
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Of the other types of sale s taxes--excise s  on selected commodi-
tie s--the t axes on alcoholic beverages and tobacco product s were assumed 
to fall ent irely on Tenne ssee consumers in accordance with their expend­
iture s on these commoditie s . lS 
Motor Vehicle Taxes 
The highway user taxe s  were divided bet�en consumer s and 
business firms according to dat a obtained from a 1954 study of the 
taxation of motor vehicle s in Tenn�ssee . l6 This study e stimated that 
owners of private vehicle s17 for non-busine ss purposes paid 65 . 82 per 
cent of the Tennessee fuel taxes and 51 . 04 per cent of the vehicle 
registration fees , while vehicles used by busine sses paid 34. 18 and 
48 . 96 pe r cent , respectively , of these taxes.  These port ions , Which 
were assumed to apply in 1957 , were distributed to consumers according 
to their expenditures for g as and oil and automobile s and accessories , 
and to businesse s  as unshiftable elements of cost . 18 
Inherit ance , Bstate and Gift Taxes 
Death and gift taxes , like the selective excises mentioned 
lSNo attempt was made to segregate manufacturers ' and distri­
butor s '  license fees from the commodity taxe s .  
16-rennessee Motor Tr ansport Association , An Analysis of Tennessee 
Motor Vehicles � Motor Vehicle Taxation (Nashville : n . n. , l954) ,  
pp . 8 ,  11 . 
!?Passenger c ars , handicapped drivers , and farm trucks . 
18rbirty per cent of the cost tax was apportioned to unincorpo­
rated _ ente rprises and 70 per cent to corporations . 
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above , were assumed to fall entir ely on individual s ;  although , unlike 
the excises , the initial impact of the death and gift taxe s  as well 
as their incidence is borne by the same individual s .  These t axes were 
dist ributed among individuals according to the di stribution of property 
(capital ) income , but the federal deduct ions allowed were taken entirely 
from the top bracket since it seemed reasonable to as sume that "· • •  
given the high level of feder al exemptions , bene ficiaries would all be 
found in that bracket . •u9 
Prope rty Tax 
Prope rty t ax  coll ect ions were di stributed among different type s 
of property in ac cordance with the � Census of Governments20 percent -
age breakdown of total assessed taxable prope rty values ib Tennessee by 
prope rty types . Thus , according to thi s breakdown , approximately 16 per 
cent of the prope rty tax revenue came from public ut ility property , 
39 pe r cent from re sidential prope rty , 15 per cent from ac reage and 
farms , 13 pe r cent from comme rcial re al property , 6 per cent from 
industrial real property and the remainder from locally asse ssed per-
sonal property . Bighty-eight per cent of the t ax on this per sonalty 
was divided be tween comme rcial and industrial prope rty in the propor-
t ions the se properties paid of the tax on real estate . The remaining 
lCJa.. A. Musgrave and D. W. Daicof f ,  2£• £!.!. , p .  180 .  
20u. S. Bureau o f  the Census , U. S.  Census o f  Gove rnment s: 




the Unite�St ates (Mashington : 
Government Printing Office , 1959 ) ,  pp . 23 ,  25 .  
6 3  
1 2 per cent 21 wa s  simil arly apportioned to far.m an d  residential 
property . 
Because of the local monopoly nature of public utilitie s ,  
the tax on utility property was assumed to be entirely shifted , in 
the form of higher rates to Tennessee consumers of home he ating and 
utilitie s (Table VII , Column 10) .  
Of the t ax  on residences , 56 . 5  per cent 22 was paid by owner-
occupiers and was thus allocated according to the e stimated distri­
bution of house value s as seen in Table IX. 23 Following Musgrave and 
Daicoff • s  example , the l andow.ner was assumed to be ar one-third of the 
remainder of the tax on re sident ial property , while two-thirds was 
tre ated as being shi fted to tenant s  and distributed according to the 
distribution of consumer expenditures for housing (Table VII , Col-
umn 9 ) .  
Of the tax on farm property , 5 per cent wa s  estimated t o  be 
shifted to out-of-st ate consumers , while of the remainder ,  three-fourths 
2lcecil Morgan , Property Assessment Admini stration in Tenne ssee , 
1955-56 (Knoxville : n. n . , 1956) , p .  14. In thi s study it was found 
that of the total assessed personalty values in Tenne ssee , commercial 
and industrial property accounted for 88 . 3  per. cent and individual­
owned property 11 . 7  per cent . 
22r.his was the percent age of occupied dwelling units that were 
owner-occupied in 1950. See U .  S. Bureau of the Census , St atistical 
Abstract of the United States : 1959 , 80th Bd. (Mashington : Government 
Printing Office , 1959 ) ,  p .  767 . ----
23r.he average house value s  sho� here were obtained from a 
nationwide sample . Por our purposes of obtaining a percentage di stri­
bution we assumed that the data is applic able to Tenne s see . 
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TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTI<»> OF HOUSB VALUES USED TO ALLOCATE 
INCQ.m BRACKET 
$0 to $1 , 999 
$2 , 000 to $2, 999 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 
$4 , 000 to $4 , 999 
$S , 000 to $6 , 999 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 
$10 , 000 and over 
Total 
PROPERTY TAXBS TO 0\'M!R-OCCUPIBRS 
1 
AVERAGE HOUSB VALUE 
DOLlARS 
7 , 505 
9 , 081 
9 , 921 
10 ,051 
11 , 500 
14 , 000 
22 , 000 
2 
PBR CBNT DISTRIBUTION 
OF TarAL HOUSE VALUESa 
PER CBNT 
21 . 62 
11 . 29 
12. 04 
10. 55 
21 . 05  
' 13 . 49 
9 . 96 
100. 00 
&column 1 mult iplied by Columit 6 ,  Table I I .  
Source : Survey Re se arch Center , Univer sity o f  Michigan ,  Study 
650 , Table HV-2,  cit ed by R .  A .  Musgr ave and D. W. Daico ff , ''Nlo Pays 
tiie Michigan Taxe s?" Chap . 4, .Michigan Tax Study St af f Papers , 
(Lansing : n . n. , 1958 ) ,  p .  170. 
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was assumed to be shifted to Tenne ssee consumers of farm products 
( food) . The remaining one-fourth was assumed to be borne by the 
farm owne r according to the distribution of farm inco�e 24 (Table V, 
Column 7 ) .  
Since all indu strial property wa s  considered t o  be corporate 
owned , the tax on this type of property was treated as a non-shiftable 
cost tax. 
Half of the tax on commercial property was assumed to be shifted 
forward to the consumer , 25 and the othe r half was treated as a cost 
tax and divided six to four among corporations and non-corporations . 
Corporat ion Excise and Fr anchi se Taxe s 
Tradit ional analysi s tre ats a tax on net economic profits--
corporation income t ax--as being unshift able . Recently , however ,  
several argument s have been advanced against this conclu sion . In 
the first place , the argument s run , the net income tax is not imposed 
on pure economic profits alone . The tax base is usually the busine ss-
man ' s  or accountant ' s  concept of profit , which include s ,  in addition 
2�ot all of the tax was shift able since a part of the tax 
repre senting the non-reproducible portion of the farm property value 
may have been capitalized. Another factor that would partially have 
prevented shifting was the reluctance of sub-.marginal farme rs to quit 
the industry .  
2Srhat the se taxes could be shifted at all reflect s the fact 
that many types of comme rcial enterprises eng age in activity of an 
inherently local nature and that the se enterprises may obt ain quasi­
monopolistic power due to being situated in a st rategic location , etc . 
However , as in the c ase of farm l and,  that part of the tax that has 
been capitalized cannot be shifted. 
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to economic profits ,  elements of opportunity cost and implicit remun­
eration for risk-taking and innovation . 26 Secondly , a corporation 
income tax may , in the long run , exhibit consumer excise characteris-
tic s .  The income tax may reduce the net retu rns t o  investors ,  thereby 
decre asing the flow of inve stible funds . A decline in capital forma-
tion will follow, 'and , subsequently , a reduction in the supply of 
consumer goods will occur . This reduction in supply will be manifested 
in higher prices charged to consumers , although the net return to 
investors in the t axed fi�s will have been forced back up to the 
prevailing market rate on securities of non-t axed firms . 27 Third, 
backward shifting of income taxes may occur if' strong l abor unions 
have used their bargain;ng power to relate union wages by contract 
directly to the size of corporate profit s .  In this case , the tax-
caused reduction in profits will also result in a reduction in wage s . 28  
However , even under these conditions it is likely that state 
and loc al income t axe s  cannot be shifted to the extent that nat ional 
taxes can. In view of the above arguments ,  two c ases have been 
26rreated by economists as costs , not elements of pure profit . 
27c. Lowell Har riss , "Public Finance , "  Chap . VII ,  ! Survey · of 
Contemporary Economic s ,  Bernard P. Haley (ed. ) ,  Vo� . II (Homewood,  
Illinois : Richard D.  Irwin , Inc . , 1952 ) , p .  265 .  
28It has also been pointed out that markup and full cost pr1c1ng 
practices in \1Jhich the tax is treated as part of the markup base , and 
oligopoli stic market structures in which price le ader ship and follower­
ship prevail enable the tax to be shi"fted. Ho-wever , the se factors are 
more apropos in the case of the federal rather than the state - income 
tax. 
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distinguished. In Case A all of the tax has been assumed to be borne 
by corporate profit s while in Case B three-fourths of the tax has 
been assumed to fall on profit s with one-eighth being shifted forward 
to the Tennes se e  consumer and one-eighth backward to the Tennessee 
wage earne r . 29 
With regard to the corporate fr anchise tax,  Musgrave and 
Daicoff argue that 
the corporate franchise t ax  is a tax on net worth. Although 
an income t ax  results in tax liability only if profits are 
being e arned currently , the franchise t ax  imposes a liability 
even When losse s are realized. Moreover ,  between firms with 
equal absolute profit s the franchi se tax will result in a 
higher t ax  rate pe r dollar of profits in the case of a company 
\Cti.ch has a lo\fer re turn on net worth . At the same time we 
note that , in the longer run at le ast , both taxes are related 
to profit s.  Therefore we have treated this tax in the same 
way as the corporate income tax • • • •  30 
we have followed this reasoning and have analysed the franchise tax 
in the same manner as the corporate excise tax. 31 
Income Tax on Stocks and Bonds 
It was estimated that approximately 95 per cent 32 of the 
29this doe s not apply to the t axes on public utilities , which 
it was assumed were entirely shifted to the Tennessee consumer . No 
federal offsets were computed in the case of the corporate excise tax, 
since the state tax is based on net income as reported in the federal 
income tax return . 
3Qa. A. Musgrave and D. w. Daicoff , .22.• cit . , pp . 141-42. 
31For convenience the corporate filing fees were analy zed with 
the fr anchise tax. 
32Tbese figure s seemed appropriate in view of the information 
on the holding s of corporate bonds and stocks by different types of 
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personal income tax would rest on individuals33 (either directly on 
individual owners or shifted to individuals by fiduciaries holding 
securities for them ) .  The remaining S per cent was allocated as a 
cost tax to foreign and dome stic corporations in proportions of  6 to 4.  
Gro ss Premium Tax34 
Life companies received 43 per cent of all gross premium 
receipts in Tenne ssee in 1957. 35 Since most li fe insurance is issued 
to individuals , and the bulk of other type s of insurance is purchased 
by businesse s ,  it was assumed that SO per cent of the premiums tax 
was passed on to individuals according to the distribution of life 
insurance premium payment s among households (Table VII ,  Column 12) . 
Of the remainder of the tax ,  40 per cent was assumed to be shifted 
to non-incorporated busine sse s and 60 per cent to corporate business. 
Other Taxes 
All of the taxes on the gross receipts of public utilities and 
transportation companies were as sumed to be shifted to Tenne ssee con-
sumers . Forty-four per cent of the Tennessee Valley Authority in lieu 
investor s in 1958. See H. C. Carr , ·�ersonal TrU st Accounts--A New 
' Financial Institution ' ?" Banking , November , 1959 , pp . 4-10 . 
33Distributed according to Table V ,  Column 6 .  
34lncludes other fees and taxes on insur ance companies .  
3�-fifth Annual Report of � Commissioner of Insurance 
� Banking, Stat e of Tennessee , as of December 31 , 1957 (Nashville : 
n . n . , 1958 ) ,  p .  18 . 
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payments were a ssumed to fall on the consumer36 _ _  9 per cent on out-of-
state con sumers, and 35 per cent on Tenne ssee consumers . 
Tennessee consumers were also as sumed to have borne all of the 
tax on theaters and the local amusement and admission tax. The tax 
on chain stores was as sumed to be borne entirely by the owners of the 
chains, �ile the tax on soft drink bottlers and sewing machine 
companies and agents was distributed equally among corpo·rate owners, 
non-corporate retailers and the con s�er. Pinally, the tax on vending 
machine operators was divided between retailers and corporate o�ers. 
The privilege taxes and licenses were too numerous and varied 
to analyse individually . Consequently , these collections were arbi-
trarily allocated equally among con sumer, corporate owner , and non-
corporate businessman . 
Since the unemployment compensation taxes are "Uniquely related 
to labor force size and payrolls • and are l�kely to be partly 
reflected in lower wages • • • and • • • pressure on employers to 
substitute capital for labor , "37 .e have assumed that one-fourth of 
this tax is shifted backward to wage earners . Since this tax is 
36rrhis is the portion of all TVA power sales that was made to 
municipalities, cooperative s and businesse s .  The remaining 56 per 
cent of power sales was to federal agencies and was excluded from the 
analysis . All of the in lieu payments considered were assumed to be 
shifted again in their entirety to the consumer by the municipalities, 
cooperatives and· busine sses. See Tennessee Valley Authority, Financial 
Statements for � Fiscal Year Bnded june 30, 195 7  (Knoxville : n . n . ,  
1957) , p .  11 . 
37university of Wisconsin Tax Study Committee, .21?.· cit . ,  p. 39 . 
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universally imposed throughout the nation , businessmen were considered 
to be able to shift the remainder of the tax to the consumer.38 Ten 
per cent of the tax was assumed to be shifted to out-of-state consumers . 
V. DISTRIBtrriCii OF 11m TAX BURDBN AMONG INCCMi BRACK.BTS--
CASB II ASSUMPTia.IS 
The analysis of the preceding section was made under the assump-
tion that portions of the Tennessee imposed taxes were borne outsi de 
the st ate. However, we have also allocated the taxes under an alterna-
tive assumption--distinguished as Case I I . Under the Case II assumptions 
Tennessee was considered as a closed economy with all taxes being borne 
by Tennessee residents. This case could also have been considered as 
an analysis of the tax system �ere Tennessee taxes paid by out-of-state 
residents were completely offset by foreign taxes borne by Tennessee 
residents, i.e . ,  tax exports equaled tax imports. Since state tax 
differentials are irrelevant under the Case I I  assumptions, all cost 
taxes, with the exception of the capitalized portions of the property 
tax,39 were treated as being completely shifted to consumers. Our 
38ro an extent this may be untrue, in that firms with a poorer 
merit rating might have to absorb the differential between the tax 
they pay ( at a higher rate ) and the tax paid ( at low r ates ) by firms 
with good merit ratings. However, these effects are uncertain and 
the tax rate may vary among firms over the course of the business 
cycle. Consequently this problem was bypassed for convenience and 
simplicity. 
39lt was assumed that one-fourth of the tax on commercial and 
industrial property , as well as farm property, was capitalized. 
treatment of the t axe s  on the net profits of corporations , however ,  
i s  identic al to that employed under Case I .  
VI • RESULTS OF THE AILOCATI� OF niB TAXBS 
Tables X through XII summarize the results of the allocation 
and distribution of the Tennessee taxe s . 
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Table X shows the amount s of Tennessee taxes borne outside the 
state and the portions borne inside Tennessee . Under our Case I 
assumptions we find that a little less than 80 per cent of Tenne sse e •  s 
t axes were borne by Tennesseans . 40 The in-state incidence was highest 
for the excises on alcoholic beverage s and tobacco and lowest for the 
corporate franchise tax. 
Tables XI and XII show the distribution of the tax bill among 
Tennessee households in different income brackets under the Case I 
and Case II assumptions . Hou seholds in the $5 , 000 to $7 , 000 bracket 
paid a greater proportion of the taxe s than households in any other 
bracket , �ile households in the $2, 000 to $3 , 000 bracket paid the 
smallest proportion of the t axes.  In gener al it can be said that 
households in the upper-middle and highe st income brackets paid a 
greater part of the tax bill than hou seholds in the lower-middle and 
lowest bracket s .  However , households in the lowest bracket paid a 
greater part of the taxes than households in any of the next three 
40No out -of-st ate shifting t akes place under the Case II 
assumpt ions . 
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TABLB X 
SHARB OF TEN�"BSSBB ' S STATE AND LOCAL TAX BURDEN BORNB BY 
Type of Tax 





















Total Case B 
TBNNBSSBE RESIDBNTS IN 1957 
(Case I Assumptions) 
Burden Borne 
Outside of Tennessee 
Total Federal Shifted 
Col1ec- Tax t o  
tions Offsets Out -of-
St ate 
Consumer s 
Thousands of Dollars 
9 2 , 420 
14 , 619 
15 , 197 
97 , 117 
116 , 814 
3 , 362 
19 , 647 
19 , 647 
7 , 394 
7 , 394 
4 , 422 
8 , 802 
5 , 661 
9 , 571 
28,485 
423,511 
423 , 511 








1 , 410 




1 , 444 
Nolle 
33 , 269 
32, 916 

























15 , 236 
9 , 781 
None 
11 , 361 
8 , 521 
4 , 146 
3 , 109 
131 
None 
1 , 324 
1 , 899 
None 
49 , 178 
45 , 301 
Estimated 




76 , 010 
14, 619 
14, 223 
69 , 874 
97 , 098 
2, 913 
8 , 286 
11 , 1 26  
1 , 838 
3 , 228 
3 , 840 
7 , 231 
4 , 104 
6 , 228 
25,635 
331 , 900 




93 . 59 
71 . 95 
8 3 . 1 2  
86 . 65 
42. 17 
56 . 63 
24 .86 
43 . 66 
86 . 84 
82 . 15 
72.50 
65 . 07 
90.00 
78 . 37 
79 . 37 
Source : Data in Column 1 derived from Department o f  Finance and Taxation , 
Stat e of Tennessee , Report for the Biennium Ending June 30 , 1958 , p.  21 ; Eighty­
fifth Annual Report of the Commissione r of Insurance and Banking , as of December 1 ,  
1957 ( Nashville : n.n. , 1958 ) ,  p .  15 ; Twenty-Second Annu al Report , Department 
of Employment Security , St ate of Tennessee , 1958 ( Nashville : n . n . , 1959 ) ,  p .  16 ; 
U. S . · Bure au of the Census , U .  S .  Census of Governments : 1957 , Vol .  VI , No . 40 , 
·�vernment in Tennessee , "  {washington , Gove rnment Printing Of fice , 195 9 ) , p .  11 . 
Data in columns two through six--computed by the author . 
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TABLB XI 
ALLOCATI<Ji BY INCG\m BRACKRrS OF TENNESSEE TAXES PAID 
BY TENNESSBB RBSIDBNTS IN 1957 
( CASB I ASSUMPII<fiS ) 
Income Bracket ( Dollar s )  
0 2 , 000 3 , 000 4 , 000 5 , 000 7 , 000 10 , 000 
Type of Tax to to to to to to and Total 
1 ,999 2__�_ 999 3 , 999 4,999 6 , 999 9 _,999 over 
Tbousands of Dollar s 
Sale s and Use 11 , 364 7 , 394 9 , 327 8 , 992 17 , 818 12, 064 9 , 051 76 , 010 
Alcoholic Beverage 1 , 700 1 , 898 1 , 643 1 , 567 3 , 684 2 , 273 1 , 854 14 , 619 
Tobacco 2 , 6 25  1 , 712 1 , 850 1 , 770 3 , 339 2 , 088 839 14 , 223 
Motor Vehicle 9 , 659 6 , 868 8 , 229 7 , 871 15 , 418 9 , 505 12 , 324 69 , 874 
Property 15 , 448 10 , 043 11 ,568 10 , 984 21 , 075 13 , 056 14, 924 97 , 098 
Inheritance 
and Gift 209 163 154 150 263 305 1 , 669 2 , 913 
Corporation Bxci se 
Case A 261 243 291 279 543 583 6 , 086 8 , 286 
Case B 711 616 819 885 1 , 662  1 , 289 5 , 144 11 , 126 
Corporation 
Franchise· &  Pees 
Case A 95 80 98 94 184 147 1 , 140 1 , 838 
Case B 268 224 301 325 611 428 1 , 071 3 , 228 
Income 262 197 183 175 302 348 2 , 373 3 ,840 
Gros s  Premium 182 331 698 871 1 , 095 993 3 , 061 7 , 231 
Gro ss Receipts 596 427 549 531 1 , 042 5 34 425 4 , 104 
Privilege & Misc . 647 503 609 600 1 , 100 842 1 , 927 6 , 228 
Unemployment 
Compensation 3 , 256 2 , 38 2  3 , 174 3 , 347 6 , 447 4 , 260 2 , 770 25 , 635 
Total Case A 46 , 304 32 , 241 38 , 373 37 , 231 72 , 310 46 , 998 58 , 443 331 , 900 
Total Case B 46 , 9 27 32,758 39 , 104 38 , 068 73 , 856 47 , 985 57 , 432 336 , 130 
Source : CoDlputed by · the autho r . 
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TABLE XII 
ALLOCATION BY INCOMB BRACKETS OF TENNBSSEB TAXES PAID 
BY TENNBSSE.B RBSIIENTS IN 1957 
(CASE II ASSUMPTIONS) 
Incaae Bracket ( Dollars ) 
0 2 , 000 3 , 000 4 , 000 5 , 000 7 , 000 10, 000 
Type of Tax to to to to to to and Total 
1 ,999 2,999 3 , 999 4 , 999 6 ,999 9 , 999 over 
Thou sands of Dollars 
Sales and Use 13 , 3Zl 8 , 909 11 , 488 11 , 285 22 , 856 15 , 323 9 , 233 92, 420 
Alcoholic Beverage 1 , 700 1 , 898 1 , 643 1 , 567 3 , 684 2 , Zl3 1 , 854 14 , 619 
Tobacco 2 , 6 25  1 , 784 1 , 961 1 , 913 3 , 66 4  2 , 301 950 15 , 197 
Motor Vehicle 14 ,506 9 , 988 12 , 477 12, 179 24 , 642 1 4 , 739 8 , 586 97 , 117 
Property .. 18 , 274 12 , 075 14 , 092 13 , 561 26 , 347 16 ' 264 16 , 201 116 , 814 
Inheritance 
and Gift 209 163 154 150 263 305 2 , 118 3 , 36 2  
Corporation Excise 
Case A 522 513 607 580 1 , 128 1 , 335 14 , 962  19 , 647 
Case B 907 819 1 , 056 1 , 110 2 , 100 1 ,853 11 ,802 19 , 647 
Corporation 
Fr anchise and Fees 
Case A 223 212 253 242 470 516 5 , 478 7 , 394 
Case B 364 323 417 436 825 705 4 , 324 7 , 394 
Income 266 209 196 194 340 395 2 , 8 22 4 , 422 
Gross Premium 705 608 1 , 081 1 , 248 1 , 926 1 , 398 1 , 836 8 ,802 
Gro ss Receipt s 842 585 75 2 730 1 , 445 786 5 21 5 , 661 
Privilege & Misc . 1 , 438 939 1 , 203 1 , 183 2 , 371 1 , 508 929 9 , 571 
UII.employment 
Compensation 3 , 618 2, 647 3 ,526 3 , 721 7 , 163 4 , 736 3 , 074 28 , 485 
Te tal Case A 58 , 255 40 ,530 49 , 433 48 ,533 96 , 298 61 ,878 68 , 564 423 , 511 
Tot al Case B 58 ,781 40 , 947 50 , 046 49 , 277 97 , 6 25  62 ,585 64 , 250 423 , 511 
Source : Computed by the author . 
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higher bracket s .  
These findings , �ile interesting � are not too informat ive , for 
it was nece ssary that the tax bill distribution first be compared with 
an estimated income tot al for each br acket in order to obtain a signi f­
ic ant idea of the effective tax r ate s paid in each bracket .  This i s  
shown in the next chapter . 
VII .  SUMMARY 
Estimates of the tax bill paid by households in each income 
br acket were prepared in this chapter. The t axes were alloc ated 
according to the dist ributional patterns of consumpt ion expenditure s ,  
inc ome component s ,  and wealth holdings that were developed . 
In general , conventional shifting and incidence assumptions 
were made concerning consumption taxes , death taxe s ,  and the income 
t ax  on securitie s .  Taxes on the ne t income of corporations was 
t reated alte rnatively as being completely unshi ft able (borne entirely 
by the stockholders ) and 75 per cent unshiftable (the other 25 per cent 
was assumed to have been borne equally by wage earne rs and consumers ) .  
Tennessee firms were usually assumed to have been faced by 
competition from out side firms in both the Tenne ssee and interstate 
markets.  Assumptions conce rning the shifting of bu siness cost taxes 
were formulated unde r two alte rnative hypothetical conditions . In 
Case I it was assumed that these taxe s were imposed in no othe r state 
but Tenne ssee . Thu s the owners of firms operating in Tennessee were 
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assumed to have absorbed the taxes.  In Case I I  similar business cost 
t axes were assumed to have been unive rsally levied in every state . 
Thus the taxe s were tre ated as being entirely shift able . 
It was estimated that , under Case I assumptions , approximately 
21 pe r cent of the Tenne ssee t axes would have been exported , i . e . , 
borne by out-of-state consumers or dividend recipients and allowed 
as an offset against the feder al income tax. 
The dollar tax tot als allocated to the various income bracket s 
were not , by themselves ,  significant measures of the relative tax 
burden borne by households in e ach brac ket . Obt aining this measure 
involved the comparison of the estimated t ax  totals p aid in each 
bracket wi th the e stimated income received in each bracket .  Thi s 
was accomplished in Chapter VI ·. 
CHAPTER IV 
CCI4PARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTI� OF INC<J.m AND TAXES IN TBNNBSSBE-­
nm BFFBCTIVB TAX RATBS 
Although the information in Tables XI and XII of Chapter III 
sho�d the estimated dollar amounts of the tax burden borne by each 
income group , it did not permit the determination of whether the tax 
structure was regressive , proportional , or progressive . In order that 
this might be done , the estimated taxes paid by each income group were 
compared in this chapter with the aggregate income received by house­
holds in each bracket . This showed the effective t� rates for each 
bracket , i . e . , the proportion that the t axes paid by each bracket 
were of the income received by each bracket .  The analysis thus involved , 
in addition to the estimates of the distribution of the taxes , the prepa­
ration of estimate s of income received and its distribution in Tennessee . 
In measuring the effective tax rates , three income concepts were 
used--total money income before taxes , money income plus elements of 
real income (income in kind and imputed values ) ,  and money income after 
the payment of federal taxes.  The estimates of the income totals and 
their distribution are shown in Table XIII .  
I .  TOI'AL MONBY INCCH.E BE FORB TAXBS 
The only available information concerning money income in 
Tennessee was from federal income tax returns filed in the state . 
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TABLB XIII 
DISTRIBUTI(J( OF INC(Ml IN TBNNBSSEB IN 1957 
ACCORDING TO THREE INCGIB CONCBPTS 
1 _l 2 I 3 
INCCMB BRACKET TYPE OP INC<Hl 
MetmY 
1 
MCiiBY AND REAL} AFTER FBD.BRAL TAXES 
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
$0 to $1 , 999 287 , 654 341 , 158 265 ,860 
$2 , 000 to $2, 999 298 , 056 357 , 667 267 ' 788 
$3 , 000 to $3 , 999 398 , 380 453 ,755 356 ,839 
$4 , 000 to $4, 999 459 , 183 5 26 ,683 407 ,644 
$5 , 000 to $6 , 999 1 , 051 , 296 1 , 162 , 733 950,836 
$7 , 000 to $9 , 999 798 ,575 864, 058 709 , 923 
$10 ,000 and over 836 ,889 997 ,572 566 ,017 
Total 4, 130, 033 4, 703 , 626 3 ,524, 900 
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However , since these data are pr obably incomplete (due to underreporting 
of farm ,  interest , and rental incomes and incomes of those persons not 
required to file returns ) and since the units filing tax returns were 
not entirely comparable with the household spending unit c oncept used 
in this thesis ,  it was thought to be preferable to develop an est�te 
of money income . 
T.he methodology of developing the estimate of the aggregate 
income was to multiply the estimated number of households in each income 
interval! by the mid-point income--assumed to be the me an income for 
that bracket--for each interval. The mean income for the $10 ,000 and 
over bracket was estimated from a Pareto Curve distributi on. 2 
lin order to obtain greater prec1s1 on in our estimate , the 
distribution of households as seen in Table IV, Column 6 ,  was broken 
d.ot�JD into a greater number of brackets  of smaller income intervals . 
Since the income distribution of families in the South was separated 
into sixteen brackets , it was assumed that the smaller bracket distri­
bution within larger income inte rvals used in Table IV was the same 
for Tennessee as for the South. 
2u.ebenberg and Kaitz explain the Pareto curve in this manner : 
"For a given interval with c lass limits x1 and x2 , and cumulative 
frequencies above these limits of P1 and F2 respective ly ,  the mean of 
the interval is given by 
i = ab/f , tbere 
· f = P1 - F2 ; frequencies in the given int erval, 
a = P1x1 - P�2, and 
b = l og (P1/Pa> 
log (P1x1/P�2) 
For the final open-end interval with only x1 and the frequencies above 
x1 give9 the mean can be approximated by computing the immediate value , 
b ,  for the c losed interval immediately preceding fhe final interval , 
and using the formula x = x1b. " Maurice Leibenberg and Hyman Kait z ,  
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I I . BROAD INCQ.m CONCBPT 
Recognizing that the money income concept might be inadequate 
since it did not include imputed income component s and income in kind , 
a broader income measure was developed. In addition to money income , 
this broad income concept included undistributed corporat e . profits , 
fiduciary income and element s o f  income in kind and imputed v alues 
such as lodging and food furnished to domestic employees and nur se s , 
imput ed rent on o�er-occupied dwelling s ,  food and fuel produced on 
farms for f arm consumpt ion , gratuitous services performed by financ ial 
intermediarie s ,  employe r cont ributions to p rivate pension funds and 
accrued interest on savings bonds . Capital g ains income was al so 
inc luded since it was not covered under the money income concept , 
although it was t reated as taxable income by the federal gove rnment . 
Since no data applying strictly to Tenne ssee were available 
concerning the above items , our e stimate was fashioned from informa-
t ion applying to the country as a whole . 
"An Income Size Di st ribution from Income Tax and Survey Data , 1944" 
Par t  VII ,  Conference on Research in Income and wealth , Studies in 
Income .!:!!5!, We alth , vor XII I  (NewYork : National Bureau of Economic 
Research , Inc . , 1951 ) ,  pp . 444-45 . 
Following this interpretation , we used the formula : 
� = $10 , 000 x Log (f above $7,000 - f above $10,000) 
(f above $7,000 x $71000) 
Log 
(f above $10 ,000 x $10 ,000) 
t o  compute the mean income of the $10 , 000 an d  ove r bracket . 
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The first step in the derivation of the broad income di stribution 
was to obt ain a distribution of money income applicable to the entire 
country . This was done by multiplying the me an spending unit incoae 
of $5 , 160 by the total number . of spending unit s as reported in the 
Federal Reserve Bulletin , 3 and then distributing the resulting tot al 
according to the percentage distribution of money income as reported 
in the same publication . 4 The result can be seen in Column 1 of Table XIV. 
The totals of our non-money income component s were obtained from various 
source s and distributed as follows : ret ained corporate earnings were 
distributed according to the pattern of dividend payments , Table V, 
Column 2. Fiduciary income , the estimated value of gratuitous services 
by financial intermediaries , and accrued interest on savings bonds were 
distributed according to the pattern of liquid asset holdings as reported 
by the Pederal Reserve5 (Table V,  Column 8 ) .  F� consumption of farm-
produced food and fuel was distributed according to the distribution of 
farm income (Table V, Column 7 ) ,  and imputed rent was distributed 
according to the pattern of housing expenditures as reported in the 
3soard of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,  Federal 
Re serve Bulletin , Vol . XLIV, No . 9 ,  September , 1958 , 1028 , 1051 . 
4xbid. ' p.  1051 . 
Ssoard of Governor s of the Federal Re serve System, Federal 
Reserve Bulletin , Vol . XLII ,  No . 3 , March , 1956 , p. 226 . This 
material was presented in more workable form in : University of 
Wisconsin T� Study Committee , "Distribution of State and Local 
Taxes in Wisconsin , "  Chap. II , Wisconsin' s � and Local Tax 
Burden , (Madison : n . n . , 1959 ) ,  p. 5 2 ,  Table VI ,  Column 9 .  
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TABLE XIV 
IERIVATIOO OF ADJUSTMEN'E FACI'OO. FOR BROADER INCC»m CONCB:n' 
1 
Federal 
Spending Unit Reserve 
Income Bracket Money 
(Dollars)  Income 
0 to 1 , 999 14 , 680 
2 , 000 to 2 , 999 14 , 680 
3 , 000 to 3 , 999 26 , 425 
4 , 000 to 4 , 999 32 , 290 
5,000 to 6 , 999 67,529 
7 , 000 to 9 , 999 64 ,593 
10 ,000 and over 73 , 401 
Total 293 ,604 
Source : Totals in :  
AND FE DERAL  TAX BURDEN 
2 3 4 5 6 
Retained Fiduciary Value of Accrued Food and 
Barnings Income Free Ser- Interest Fue l con-
vices of on Saving� sumed JJi Financial Bonds . n Farms 
ntermediarie"Sl 
Millions of Dollars 
217 256 444 45 166 
224 139 241 24 206 
26 2 195 338 34 231 
250 212 367 36 213 
485 456 792 80 323 
624 401 695 70 256 
7 , 360 567 985 99 368 
9 , 422 2 , 226 3 , 863 388 1 , 763 
Col . 1 from Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System ; Federal Reserve Bulletin , Vol . XLIV , 
No . 9 ,  September , 1958 ,p.  1051 . 
Col .  2 from U .  S .  Department of Commerce , Office 
of Buxiness Economics , �- �· Income and Output , 
(.ashington : Government Printing Office ,  1959) , 
p . 4 .  
Col . 3 from U .  S . Treasury Department , Internal 
Revenue Service , St atist ic s of Income , 1956 , 
Fiduciary Income !!! Returns-,-(washingt� 
Government Printing Office , 1959 ) ,  p .  4 .  
Cols .  4 , 6 , 7 ,8 from !!_ • .§_.  Income !!!.2, Output , 22.· 
ill· ' p .  229 . 
Col . 5 from U .  S.  Treasury Department , Treasury 
Bulletin , October , 1957 , p .  13 . 
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TABLB XIV (CONTINUED) 
IERIVATION OF ADJUSTMENT FACI'<l\ FOR BROAIER INCCMB CONCBPT 
AND FEDERAL TAX BURDEN 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
Imputed Dome stic s Bmployer Capital Adjustment Federal 
Spending Unit Rent & Nurse s '  Contri- Gains Factor sa Tax 
Income Bracket Lodging & but ions Burden 
(Dollar s )  Food to Pensioll 
Funds 
Mil lions of Dollars Per Cent Thousands of 
Dol lars 
0 to 1 , 999 896 40 397 275 118 . 6  21 , 794 
2, 000 to 2 , 999 1 , 344 53 536 173 120 . 0  30 , 268 
3 , 000 to 3 , 999 1 , 568 81 818 154 113 . 9 41 ,541 
4 , 000 to 4 , 999 2 , 35 2  105 1 , 050 147 114 . 7  51 , 539 
5 , 000 to 6 , 999 2 , 687 181 1 ,820 306 110. 6 100 , 460 
7 , 000 to 9 , 999 1 , 455 132 1 , 330 353 108 . 2 88 ,65 2  
10 ,000 and over 896 97 97 2 2 ,720 119 . 2 270 ,872 
Total 11 , 198 649 6 , 923 605 ,126 
8computed by expres sing Columns 2 through 10 as a per cent of Column 1 .  
Source : Totals in : Col . 9 from National Industrial Conference Boar d ,  Inc . , 
�!oyer Payments for Employee Security in Private 
Industry , "  � Maps of Industry, No . 1201 , Jan . 2 , 
195 9 .  
Col . 1 0  from U .  S.  Tre asury Department , Internal 
Revenue Service , Statistics of Income , 1957 , Indi­
vidual Income Tax Returns , (washington : Govern;ent 
Pr inting Office:-1959 ) ,  p. 22. 
Col . 12 from Commissioner of Int ernal Revenue , Internal 
Revenue Service , U .  S. Tre asury Department , Annual 
Report for � Fiscal � .Bnded June �. 1957 , 
(washington : U .  S . Government Printing Office , 
1957 ) '  p .  78 . 
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LI P.B Study of Consumer Bxpendi ture s.  6 Room and board fumished to 
domestic servant s and employer cont ributions to pens ion funds were 
treated as supplements to wages and salaries and were thus alloc ated 
according to the pattern of wage and salary receipt s (Table V, Column 1 ) .  
Finally ,  capital gains income was di stributed as reported in the Statis­
tic s of Income . 1 -- - ---
All of the non�oney income components accruing to each income 
group were then added to the money income in each bracket and the 
re sulting bracket totals were then expressed as pe rcent age s of money 
income in each class (See Table XIV) . The percent ages so obtained--
the ratios between the broad income and money income--were then applied , 
as adjustment factors , to our estimates of Tennessee money income to 
obt ain the broad income tot als.  This brought us closer to the Depart-
ment of Commerce e stimate of Per sonal Income in Tennessee in 1957 of 
$4 , 791 million. s 
The reader should be aware of the tenuous nature and question-
able accur acy of our broad income estimate · since the adjustment factor 
6Alfred Polit z Re search , Inc . , !::!.!!. Study of Consumer Expendi­
tures--! Background of Market Decisions , Vol . I (New York : �' Inc . , 
1957 ) ' p .  91 . 
7u. s. Treasury Department , Internal Revenue Service , St atistics 
of Income , 1957 , Individual Income Tax Returns (washington : Government 
P:rinting Office , 1959 ) ,  p .  24 . 
Bu. s.  Bureau of the Census , Statistic al Abst�act of the United 
St ates : ill.2, (washington : Government Printing Office , 1959-r;-p .  311 . 
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used was developed from data applying to the whole nation , of �ich 
Tennessee was not p articul arly representative , and s ince the estimate 
was also derived partly from our money income figure s--themselve s 
purely e stimates . Ho�ve r , it is bel ieved that thi s was the be st 
that could be done with the data available . 
I I I . M<JmY INCCMB API'.ER FEDERAL TAXBS 
Another income measure was used to show the burden of the 
Tenne ssee tax structure on money income avail able after the payment 
of federal t axe s .  
Federal taxe s  paid in Tenne s see in 1 957 included $139 , 480 
thousand in corpor ate income t axe s ,  $6 , 971 thousand in inhe ritance 
and gift t axes , $389 , 588 thou sand in pe rsonal income t axe s , $34 , 6 20 
thousand in soc ial security t axes , and $34 , 467 thousand in various 
excise t axe s . 9  All federal t axe s paid in Tenne ssee were assumed to 
fal l on Tenne ssee resident s .  The t axes were distributed among br acket s 
and then deducted from our estimate s of the money income in each 
bracket . The corporate income t axe s  were alloc ated according to the 
pattern of dividend payment s (Table V,  Column 2) , �le per sonal 
income tax payments were appo rtioned according to the amount s paid 
in each bracket as reported in Statist ics of Income . lO The entire 
9Cammissione r of Internal Revenue , Internal Revenue Se rvice , 
Uni ted State s  Tre asury Department , Annual Repor t  for the Fiscal !!.!!_ 
Ended june 30 , 1957 ( 'Wa shington : Government Print ing Office , 1957 ) ,  
pp. 78 , so. 
lOu. S. Tre asury Depar tment , Internal Revenue Service ,  
amount of the death and gift taxe s was allotted to the top bracket . 
All of the excises and three-fourths of the social security t axes 
were allocated among bracket s in the same proportions as household 
expenditures on all goods and services (Table VII , Column 1 ) ,  and 
the remaining one-fourth of the soeial security t ax  was assumed to 
fall on wage s  and salarie s .  
IV . THB BFFBCTIVB TAX RATES 
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After developing the estimated distribution of the three types 
of income received by Tennesse e  resident s ,  it was possible to show 
the effective tax rates paid by Tennessee households in each income 
bracket under our alternative assumptions . Thi s informat ion is 
contained in Tables XV through XX. 
In Table s XV and XVI the effective tax rates based upon the 
distribution of money income were presented. Under both the Case I 
and Case I I  shifting assumptions , the tax structure was regressivell 
throughout except for the last income bracket . The regre ssive effect 
St atistic s of Income , 1957 , Individual Income Tax Returns ,  £2· £!!. ,  
p . 56 . 
-
llA t ax  is said to be regre ssive if the tax-income ratio 
decrease s  as income incre ases ,  progressive if the tax-income ratio 
increases during movement up the income scale , and proportional if 
the tax-income ratio remains const ant throughout the income scale . 
In using the tax-income ratio as a measure of the tax burden bor_ne 
in e ach bracket , we did not conside r  the possibility that the mar­
ginal utility of income might be greater at low than at high income 
levels. Thus ,  if the e ffective tax rate in both the lowe st and the 
highest bracket were 10 per cent , the tax burden borne in each bracket 
was considered to be equal , even though a 10 per cent decrease in a 
$1 , 000 income may lowe r living standards more than a 10 per cent 
decrease in a $10 , 000 income . 
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TABLE XV 
BFFEcriVB TAX RATBS BASED UPON A DISTRIBUTICtl OF MONEY INC<Mi--
CASE I ASSUMPTIONS 
INCCNB BRACKET ( DOLlARS ) 
0 2 , 000 3 , 000 4 ,000 5 ,000 7 , 000 10 , 000 
TYPE OF TAX to to to to to to and TO'EAL 
1 , 999 2,999 3,999 4,999 6_,999 9 , 999 over 
PER CENT 
Sales and Use 3. 95 2. 48 2. 34 1 . 96 1 . 70 1 . 51 1 . 08  1 . 84 
Alcoholic Beverage 0 . 59 0. 64 0 . 41 0. 34 0. 35 0. 29 0 . 22 0 . 35 
Tobacco 0 . 91 0. 58 0 . 46 0 . 39 0. 32 0 . 26 0 . 16 0 . 34 
Motor Vehicle 3 . 36 2. 31 2. 07 1 . 71 1 . 47 1 . 19 2. 29 1 . 69 
Property 5 . 37 3 . 37 2. 90 2. 39 2 . 01 1 . 64 2. 77 2. 35 
Inhe ritance & Gift 0 . 07 0 . 06 0 . 04 0 . 03 0 . 03 0. 04 0 . 31 0. 08 
Corporat ion Excise 
Case A 0 . 09 0 . 08 0 . 07 0. 06 0 . 05 0 . 07 1 . 13 0. 20 
Case B o .  25 0. 21 0. 21 0. 19 0. 16 0 . 16 0 . 95 0. 30 
Corporation 
Fr anchise & Fees 
Case A 0. 03 0 . 03 0. 03 0 . 02 0. 02 0 . 02 o .  21 0 . 05 
Case B 0 . 09 0. 08 0. 08 0 . 07 0 . 06  0 . 05 0 . 20 0 . 08 
Income 0. 09 0. 07 o. os 0 . 04 0 . 03 0. 04 0. 44 0 . 09 
Gross Premium 0 . 06 0. 11 0. 18 0 . 19 0. 10 0. 12 0 . 57 0. 18 
Gross Rece ipt s 0. 21 0 . 14 0. 14 0 . 1 2  0. 10 · 0 . 07 0 . 08 0. 10 
Privilege and Misc .  0 . 23 0 . 17 0 . 15 0 . 13 0 . 11 0 . 11 0 . 36 0 . 15 
Unemployment 
ensation 1 . 13 o.ao 0.79 0.73 0.61 0.53 0 . 51 0. 62 
Total Case A 1 . 10 10.82 9.63 8 . 11 6 . 88 5 . 89 6 . 98 8 . 04 
Total Case B 16 . 31 10. 99 9 . 82 8 . 29 7 . 03 6 . 01 6 . 86 8 . 14 
Source : Computed from Data in Table s XI and XIII . 
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TABIB XVI 
EFFBCXIVB TAX RATES BASED UP� A DISTRIBUTIOO OP MONEY IN<X»m--
CASB II ASSUMPTICfiS 
INCOMB BRACKET ( DOLLARS ) 
0 2 , 000 3 , 000 4 , 000 5 ,000 7 ,000 10 , 000 
TYPB OP TAX to to to to to to and TOTAL 
1 , 999 2,999 3 , 999 4_,_999 6 ,999 9 , 999 over 
PBR CBNT 
Sales and Use 4. 63 2. 99 2. 88 2. 46 2. 18 1 . 9 2  1 . 30 2.3 1 
Alcoholic Beverage 0. 59 0. 64 0. 41 0. 34 0. 35 0. 29 0. 22 0 . 35 
Tobacco 0 . 91 0. 60 0 . 49 0. 42 0 . 35 0. 29 0. 13 0. 37 
Motor Vehicle 5 . 04 3 . 35 3 . 13 2. 65 2. 34 1 . 85 1 . 20 2. 42 
Property 6 . 35 4. 05 3 . 5 4  2. 95 2.51 2. 04 2. 27 2 . 92 
Inheritance & Gift 0. 07 0. 06 0. 04 0 . 03 0 . 03 0. 04 0 . 30 0. 08 
Corporation Excise 
Case A 0. 18 0. 17 0. 15 0 . 13 0. 11 0. 17 2. 10 0. 49 
Case B 0. 3 2  0. 28 0. 27 0. 24 0. 20 0 . 23 1 . 66 0. 49 
Corporation 
Franchise & Fees 
Case A 0. 08 0 . 07 0 . 06 0 . 05 o. os 0. 07 0. 77 0. 19 
Case B 0 . 13 0. 11 0. 11 0 . 10 0. 08 0. 09 0 . 61 0 . 19 
Income 0. 09 0. 07 o . os o . o4· 0 . 03 0. 05 0. 40 0 . 11 
Gross Premium 0. 25 0. 20 0. 27 0. 27 0. 18 0 . 18 0. 26 0. 22 
Gross Receipts o. 29 0. 20 0. 19 0 . 16 0. 14 0 . 10 0. 07 0 . 14 
Privilege and Misc . o . so 0. 32 0. 30 0. 26 0. 23 0 . 19 0 . 13 0. 24 
Unemployment 
Compensation 1. 26  . 0. 89 0 . 89 0 . 81 0 . 68 0.59 0. 43 0. 71 
Total Case A 20. 25 13 . 60 12. 41 10. 57 9 . 16 7 . 75 8 . 19 10. 2.5  
Total Case B 20. 44 1 3 . 74 12. 56 10 . 73 9 .  29 7 . 84 7 . 68 10. 25 
Source : Computed from data in Tables XII and XIII . 
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was particularly notice able in the $2, 000 and under income bracket .  
To a certain extent , the high tax-income r atio for the fir st bracket 
is misleading . Current income is a rel atively poor measure of the 
welfare and economic status of many families in this bracket .  Included 
in this bracket undoubtedly are many retired people �o are living com­
fortably on savings accumulated in the past or whose property holding s 
represent consider able value . Also included in thi s group would be 
the temporarily unemployed and others whose income is normally much 
higher .  These families tend to maint ain their customary consumption 
standards in spite  of their temporarily low income status . 
The regressive nature of the t ax  sy stem on the income groups 
bet�en $2, 000 and $10 ,000, �ile not as pronounced as in the first 
bracket , neverthele ss was apparent . OVer thi s int erval the t ax-income 
ratio decreased from approximately 11 per cent to 6 ·per cent under the 
Case I shifting assumptions ,  while under the Case II assumptions a 
similar decrease of from approximately 1� to 8 per cent was shown . 
Only in the $10 , 000 and over bracket was a slight progressive tendency 
sho�--a result of ou r assumptions Which distributed l arge portions of 
the corporate excise t ax,  franchise tax ,  and inheritance t axes to this 
group . However , the effective rates in this bracket were generally 
lower than the rates over the first five brackets . 
The tax rates under the tax exporting (Case I )  assumptions were 
necessarily lower than in the absence of t ax  exporting . However , the 
distributions of the relative t ax burdens under the t� alternative 
assumptions were not signific antly different . 
Under the Case A assumption , where the entire amount of the 
corporate exci se and fr anchise taxes was assumed to rest on the 
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owners of the taxed corporations , the effective rates of the entire 
tax structure were slightly higher in the last bracket than under the 
Case B assumption unde r Which only three-fourths of the taxes on cor­
porate profit s were borne by corporate o�ers , the othe r one -fourth 
being divided equally between wage earne rs and consumers. On the 
other hand , unde r the Case B assumptions the effective rate s for all 
the bracket s  under $10 , 000 were slightly greater than under the Case A 
assumptions . However , the difference s in the tax structure under the 
Case A and Case B assumptions were not gr eat , and the gene ral trend 
of the tax-income r atio was not altered under the two cases except in 
Case II-B �ere the effective rate became regressive in the final 
bracket . 
Of the major individual taxes , the sale s ,  tobacco , payroll , 
and motor vehicle (Case II) taxes were reg ressive throughout the income 
scale while the prope rty and mo tor vehicle (Case I )  t axes were progres­
sive in the last br acket only . The regre ssion of the sales , tobacco , 
motor vehicle , and property t axes was part icularly marked. Under the 
Case II assumptions , the ef fective rates of the se taxes in the first 
bracket were 4. 63 per cent , . 91 per cent , 5 . 04 per cent , and 6 . 35 per 
cent , re spectively , while in the last bracket the rates were only 
1 . 3 pe r cent , . 13 per cent , 1 . 2  per cent and 2. 27 per cent re spectively . 
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The se t axe s  also showed similar markedly regressive tendencies under 
the Case I assumptions although the magnitude of the decrease in the 
effective rates was not quite as great as in Case I I . The regression 
of the sales tax and tobacco excise s  was to be expected. The shape 
of the effe ctive rate pattern of the property t ax reflects  the fact 
that the value of residential dwellings o�ed by familie s in the lo� 
income classes was large relative to their incomes .  In addition , 
since housing expenditures tend to be a larger proportion of low than 
o f  high income budget s ,  that portion of the tax shifted to renters  
tended to be  distributed relatively mo re heavily in the lower portion 
of the scale . �ile it is true that much intangible property ( securi-
ties) is owned by the upper income groups , property of this type goes · 
practically untaxed. 
OVer the lower-middle end of the scale the alcoholic beverage 
tax was the most regressive , and the payroll t ax was the least. regres-
sive of the major t axe s  under the Case II assumptions , �ile over the 
middle-upper range the tobacco t ax was the most regressive and the 
property tax was the least regressive . l 2  There was no single tax 
12ro determine whether one t ax was more regressive than another 
over the lower-middle range involved comparison of the percentage drop 
in the effective r ates of the various taxes between the $2, 000-$3 , 000 
and $4 , 000-$5 , 000 bracket s .  Similar analysis for the middle-upper 
range involved comparison of effective tax rate changes between the 
$4 , 000-$5 , 000 and $10 , 000 and over bracket s .  
It should be noted that �en only the middle and last bracket s  
are compared , some t axes appear t o  be progressive over the entire 
middle-upper range--see for example the Corporate excise , Property 
(Case I ) ,  and Motor Vehicle (Case I )  t axes.  This comparison belies 
the fact that these taxes are regressive over much of this range , as 
can be seen When smaller intervals are used . 
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that was progre ssive or even proportional throughout the entire income 
range . 
The inherit ance , corporation excise , corporation franchise , and 
income (int angible s )  t axes were regressive over the lowe r-middle end 
of the scale and progressive over the middle-upper range . Although 
the pattern of these taxes over the lower -middle range may seem surprising , 
it was the re sult of our allocation of the se levie s according to the dist ri­
bution of property income . Thus it re flect s the fact that property income 
(primarily accruing to retired people who have littl e othe r sources of 
income ) was a highe r proportion of tot al income in the low income levels 
than it was in the middle range . 
The dat a in Table s XVII and XVIII show that the pattern of the 
tax structure remained distinctly regressive when the effective tax rates 
were based on the broade r income concept . However , since the lower income 
group s were the major recipients of much of the income in kind component s ,  
the tax structure was slightly le ss regressive at the lower end of the 
scale when compared with the di st ribution of broad income than When com­
pared with the di stribution of money income alone . The addition of the 
broad income components also had a tendency toward evening incomes some­
What in the middle br ackets , thus slightly reducing the regressive effect 
of the taxes over the $2 , 000 to $10 , 000 range . However , in the last 
bracket the rate structure bec ame much less progressive (even becoming 
regre ssive under the Case II assumptions ) than under the money income 
concept , re flecting the fact that the bulk of the retained corporate 
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TABLB XVII 
BFPBCI'IVB TAX RATES BASED UPON A DISTRIBUTION OF MONEY 
AND RBAL INCOMB--CASB I ASSUMPTIOOS 
INCOMB BRACICBT ( DOLlARS ) 
0 2, 000 3 , 000 4 , 000 5 , 000 7 , 000 10 ,000 
TYPE OP TAX to to to to to to and Tal'AL 
1_�999 2,999 3 ,999 4, 999 6 ,999 9,999 over 
PER CENT 
Sale s and Use 3 . 33 2. 07 2. 06 1 . 17 1 . 53 1 . 40 0. 91 1 . 62 
Alcoholic Beverage 0 . 50 0 . 5 3  0. 36 0. 30 0. 31 0 . 26 0 . 19 0 . 31 
Tobacco 0 . 77 0. 48 0 . 41 0. 34 0. 29 0. 24 0. 08 0 . 30 
Motor Vehicle 2. 83 1 . 92 1 . 81 1 . 50 1 . 33 1 . 10 1 .  24 1 . 49 
Prope rty 4. 53 2. 81 2.55 2 . 09 1 . 81 1 . 51 1 . 50 2. 06 
Inheritance & Gift 0. 06 0 . 05 0. 03 0. 03 0 . 02 0 . 04 0. 17 0 . 06  
Corporation Excise 
Case A 0. 08 0 . 07 0 . 06 0 . 05 0 . 05 0. 07 0. 61 0. 18 
Case B 0. 21 0. 17 0 . 18 0 . 17 0. 14 0 . 15 0 .52  0. 24 
CorpOration 
Fr anchise & Fees 
Case A 0. 03 0 . 02 0 . 02 0. 02 0 . 02 0 . 02 0. 11 0 . 04 
Case B 0 . 08  0. 06 0. 07 0 . 06 0 . 05 0. 05 0. 11 0 . 07 
In cane 0 . 08 0. 06 0. 04 0 . 03 0 . 03 0 . 04 0. 24 0 . 08 
Gross Premium 0. 05 0. 09 0 . 15 0 . 17 0. 09 0 . 11 0 . 31 0 . 15 
Gross Receipts 0. 18 0. 12 0. 12 0 .10 0 . 09 0. 06 0. 04 0 . 09 
Privilege and Misc. 0 . 19 0 . 14 0. 13 0 . 11 0 . 10 0 . 10 0. 19 0 . 13 
Unemployment 
Coml!ensation 0. 95 0. 67 0. 70 0. 64 0. 56 0. 49 0. 28 0.56 
Total Case A 13 . 57 9 . 01 8 . 46 7. 07 6 . 22 5 . 44 5 . 86 7 . 06  
Total Case B 13 . 76 9 . 16 8 . 62 7 . 23  6 . 35 5 . 55 5 . 76 7 . 14 
Source : Computed from data in Tables XI and XIII . 
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TABLB XVII I  
EFP.BCTIVB TAX RATES BASBD UPCfi A DISTRIBUTIOO O F  MONEY INCOMB 
AND REAL INCa.tB--CASB II ASSUMPTIONS 
INCOOB BRACICBT ( OOu.ARS ) 
0 2 , 000 3 , 000 4 , 000 5 , 000 7 , 000 10 , 000 
TYPB OF TAX to to to to to to and TOI'AL 
1,999 2,999 3 ,999 4,999 6 , 999 9 , 999 over 
PBR CBNT 
Sales and U se 3 . 91 2. 49 2. 53 2. 14 1 . 97 1 . 77 0. 93 1 . 97 
Alcoholic Beverage o . so 0 . 53 0 . 36 0. 30 0 . 31 0. 26 0. 19 0 . 31 
Tobacco 0. 77 o . so 0 . 43 0. 36 0. 32 0 . 27 0 . 10 0. 32  
Motor Vehicle 4.  25 2. 79 2. 75 2. 31 2. 1 2  1 . 71 0. 86 2. 07 
Property 5 . 35 3 . 38 3 . 11 2 . 58 2. 27 1 . 88 1 . 62 2. 48 
Inheritance & Gift 0. 06 o. os 0. 03 0 . 03 . 0 . 02 0. 04 0 . 21 0. 07 
Corporation Excise 
Case A 0. 15 0 . 14 0 . 13 0 . 11 0. 10 0 . 16 1 . 50 0 . 42 
Case B 0. 27 0. 23 0 . 23 0. 21 0 . 18 0. 22 1 . 18 0 . 42 
Corporat ion 
Fr anchise & Fee s  
Case A 0. 07 0. 06 0. 06 0. 05 0 . 04 0 . 06 o . ss 0 . 16 
Case B 0 . 11 0 . 09 0 . 09 0 . 08 0. 07 0 . 08 0. 43 0 . 16 
Income 0. 08 0. 06 0. 04 0. 04 0 . 03 o. os 0. 28 0. 09 
Gros s  Premium 0. 21 0. 17 0. 24 0. 24 0 . 17 0. 16 0. 18 0. 19 
Gross Receipt s 0. 25 0 . 16 0. 17 0 . 14 0 . 12 0 . 09 0. 05 0 . 12 
Privilege and Misc . 0 . 42 0. 26 0 . 27 0. 23 0. 20 0. 18 0 . 09 0. 20 
Unemployment 
Compensation 1 . 06  0. 74 0. 78 0. 71 0.62  o.ss 0. 31 0. 61 
Total Case A 17. 08  11 . 33 10. 89 9. 22 8. 28 7. 16 6 . 87 9 . 00  
Total Case B 17 . 23 11. 45 11. 03 9. 36 8 . 40 7 . 24 6 . 44 9 . 00 
Source : Computed from data in Table s XII and XI II . 
earnings and capit al gains incoae was attributed to this bracket , 
thus making the tax-income ratio smaller . 
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Mben me asured against the dist ribution of  money income after 
the payment of federal taxe s (Tables XIX and XX) , the tax st ructure 
remained markedly regressive in all but the last bracket where the 
e ffective rate increased fairly sharply , reflecting the highly pro­
gressive nature of the federal tax structure which reduced the after­
t ax income of the $10 , 000 and over bracket to a gre ater extent than 
in the othe r brac ket s .  However , although the effective rates pre­
vailing in the last bracket were generally greater than the average 
rates for all bracket s they were lower than the rates on households 
with le ss than $4 , 000 income . 
V .  SUMMARY 
In this chapter , e stimates of income received by Tennessee 
households in each income bracket were prepared. Three income con­
cept s were used for this purpose : tot al money income , money income 
plus element s of "real " income (income in kind) , and money income 
after the payment of federal taxe s .  
Effective tax rate s were computed by expressing the estimated 
t axe s  paid in each bracket as a pe r cent of income received in that 
bracket . The t ax-income r atios gave a better indicat ion of the 




BPFBCTIVB TAX RATES BASED UPON A DISTRIBUTION OP MONEY INCG1B 
APrER FEDERAL TAXBS--CASB I ASSUMPTI�S 
INCG\m BRACKBT ( DOLLARS )  
0 2 , 000 3 ,000 4 , 000 . 5 , 000 7 , 000 10, 000 Total 
TYPB OP TAX to to to to · to to and 
1 , 999 2,999 3 , 999 4 , 999 6 ,999 9 ,999 over 
PBR CBNT 
Sales and Use 4. 27 2. 76 2. 61 2. 21 1 . 87 1 . 70 1 . 60 2 . 16 
Alcoholic Beverage 0. 64 0 . 71 0. 46 0. 38 0. 39 0. 3 2  0 . 33 0 . 42 
Tobacco 0. 99 0. 64 0. 52  0. 43 0. 35 0. 29 0 . 15 0. 40 
Motor Vehicle 3 . 63 2. 57 2. 31 1 . 93 1 . 62 1 . 34 2. 18 1 . 98 
Property 5 . 81 3 . 75 3 . 24 2. 69 2. 22 1 . 84 2. 64  2. 76 
Inhe ritance & Gift 0. 08 0. 06 0 . 04 0 . 04 0. 03 0. 04 0. 30 0 . 08 
Corporation Excise 
Case A 0. 10 0. 09 0 . 08 0 . 07 0. 06 0 . 08 1 . 08 0. 24 
Case B 0 . 27 0. 23 o. 23 0. 22 0 . 18 0 . 18 0 . 91 0. 32 
Corporation 
Franchise & Fee s  
Case A 0. 04 0. 03 0 . 03 0 . 02 0 . 02 0 . 02 0. 20 o . os 
Case B 0. 10 0. 08 0. 08 ·0 . 08 0. 06 0. 06 0. 19 0 . 09 
Income 0. 10 0. 07 0 . 05 0 . 04 0 . 03 0 . 05 0 . 42 0. 11 
Gross Premium 0 . 07 0 . 12 0. 20 0. 21 0 .12  0 . 14 0. 54 0 . 21 
Gross Receipt s 0. 22 0. 16 0 . 15 0 .13  0 . 11 0 . 08  0. 08 0. 12  
Privilege and Mi sc .  0. 24 0. 19 0. 17 0 . 15 0 .12  0. 12  0. 34  0. 18 
Unemployment 
Coml!ensat ion 1. 23 0.89 0!90 0.82 0168 0160 Q.42 0.13 
Total Case A 17 . 42 1 2. 04 10. 75 9 . 13 7 . 61 6 . 6 2 10. 33 9 . 42 
Total Case B 17 . 65 1 2. 23 10. 96 9 . 34 7 . 77 6 . 76 10. 15 9 . 54 
Source : Computed from data in Tables XI and XIII . 
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TABLB XX 
EFFEcriVE TAX RATES BASED UPON A DISTRIBUTION OF MONEY INC� 
AFI'BR FElERAL TAXBS--CASB I I  ASSUMPTI�S 
IN COMB BRACKET ( DOLLARS ) 
0 2 , 000 3 , 000 4 , 000 5 , 000 7 , 000 10, 000 
TYPB OF TAX to to to to to to and Ta.I'AL 
1 , 999 2,999 3 ,999 4, 999 6 ,999 9,999 over 
PBR CBNT 
Sale s and Use 5 . 01 3 . 33 3 . 22 2. 77 2. 40 2. 16 2. 09 2. 72 
Alcoholic Beverage 0. 64 0. 71 0 . 46 0 . 38 0. 39 0 . 32 0. 33 0. 42 
Tobacco 0 . 99 0 . 67 0 . 55 0 . 47 0. 39 0. 32 0. 22 0. 45 
Motor Vehicle 5 . 46 3 . 73 3 . 50 2. 99 2. 59 2. 08 1 . 94 2. 86 
Property 6 . 87 4 . 51 3 . 95 3 . 33 2. 77 2. 29 2. 86 3 . 31 
Inheritance & Gift 0. 08 0 . 06  0. 04 0 . 04 0 . 03 0. 04 0. 37 0. 10 
Corporation Excise 
Case A 0. 20 0. 19 0. 17 0 . 14 0. 12 0 . 19 2. 64 0. 42 
Case B 0. 34 0. 31 0. 30 0. 27 0 . 22 0. 26 1 . 66 0. 42 
Corpor ation 
Franchise & Fees 
Case A 0. 08 0. 08 o. o7 0 . 06 0. 05 0. 07 0. 97 0 . 21 
Case B 0 . 14 0. 12 0. 12  0 . 11 0. 09 0 . 10 0. 76 0 . 21 
Income 0. 10 0. 08 0. 06 o . os 0. 04 0. 06 0 . 50 0 . 13 
Gross Premium o. 27 0. 23 0 . 30 0. 31 0 . 20 0. 20 0 . 32 0. 25 
Gross Receipts 0. 32 0 . 22 0 . 21 0. 18 0. 15 0. 11 0. 09 0. 16 
Privilege and Misc .  0. 54 0. 35 0. 34 0 . 29 0. 25 0. 21 0 . 16 0 . 27 
Unemployment 
Coapensation 1 . 36  0. 99 0. 99 0. 91 0. 75 0. 67 0 . 54 o.§Q 
Total Case A 21 .91 15 . 14 1 3 . 85  11 . 91 10. 13 8 . 72 12. 11 12. 02 
Total Case B 22. 11 15 . 29 14. 03 12. 09 10. 27 8 . 82  11 . 35 12. 02 
Source : Computed from data in Tables XII and XII I .  
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In general , our e stimat es indicated that the Tennessee tax 
structure was regres sive (i . e . , the ef fective tax rates declined as 
income incre ased) in all but the l ast bracket . l3 The regre ssion was 
especially marked over the 0 to $2 , 000 income range . The degree of 
progression in the l ast bracket depended upon the income concept used. 
13rhe t ax r ate structure was regre ssive throughout the entire 
income scale when the broad (money plus real income ) income concept 
was used . 
O:lAPTBR v 
THB DISTRIBUTI� OF GOVBRNMBNT BENEFITS 
IN TBNNBSSBB IN 1957 
A comprehensive view of the impact of government fiscal policy 
on the distribution of income must include the expenditure side of 
the picture as well as the tax side . Analy si s of the tax burden alone 
would give an incomplete and distorted view of the true situation 
because t ax  burdens may be offset to some degree by government expendi-
ture benefits . 
A few qualifications and explanations prior to the ensuing 
analy sis are necessary to clarify our position and to simplify an 
extremely complex subject . The value o f  government bene fits has been 
considered to be identical with the doll ar expenditure s .  However , in 
reality , since government activity is not determined by market force s ,  
the sum o f  the social and priv ate benefits received may be g re ater or 
less than their cost s .  Al so , we did not consider the pos sibility o f  
any waste o r  inefficiency i n  the government , each dollar o f  expendi-
ture being treated as a dollar ' s  worth of bene fit . 
The bene fit approach , rather than the account�ng approach , has 
been used . l That is , expenditures have been attributed to those Who 
1John H. Adler , '1'fhe Fiscal System , The Distribution of Incane , 
and Public Welfare , "  Chap. 8 ,  Kenyon Poole (ed. ) ,  Fiscal Policies and 
the Ame rican Economy (New York : Prentice Hall , Inc . , 1951) ,  pp .  360-62. 
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are intended to be bene fited directly or indirectly rather than to the 
ac tual recipient s of the gove rnment outlay .  For inst ance , educ ational 
expenditures primarily benefit school children rather than the teachers 
and administrators Who actually receive the funds . Only in the case 
o f  transfer payments were the recipient s of the funds identical with 
the bene ficiaries . 
The level of national income has been held constant both before 
and after the expenditures . we have not conside red the pos sibility 
that government expenditures might incre ase or decre ase national incoae . 
No attempt was made to de te rmine what portioh of Tenne ssee 
gove rnment expenditures bene fited foreign resident s .  Pr actic ally all 
of the welfare , public health , housing , and general government expendi­
tures probably benefit Tennesseans solely , although out-of-state motor ­
ists , student s ,  prope rty owners , and tourists do benefit from expenditures 
on Tennessee highways , college s ,  fire protection , and local parks and 
recreation . Ho�ver , we would expect the amount to be less than the 
share of the Tenne ssee taxe s  borne by foreigners under our Case I tax 
assumptions .  
I .  EXPENDITURES ALLOCATED 
In Table XXI , total 1957 expenditures of Tennessee state and 
local governments were broken dotiD by function for which the money 
was spent . The se figures excluded expenditures financed by Federal 
gr ants since federal taxe s ,  for the most part , have been excluded 
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TABLE XXI 
BXPBNDITURBS OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN 
FUNCTION 
TBNNBSSBB BY FUNCIIQW , 1957 
COLUMN 1 
C<J.miNED TBNNBSSBB 





THOUSANDS OF OOLI.ARS 
Education 






Local Fire Protection 
Housing & Community Redevelopment 
Non-Highway Transport ation 
Airport s 
Water Transport ation , 
Terminals & Other 
Employment Security Administration 
Unemployment Benefits Paid 
Interest on General Debt 
Police 
Natural Re source s 
Other Sanitation 




General Public Buildings 
Other General Government 
Sewers & Sewage Disposal 
Total . 
171 , 927 
28 , 816 
118 , 205 
50 , 449 
39 , 8 25  
9 , 212  
9 , 509 
8 , 930 
1 , 302 
878 
3 , 886 
32 , 187 
15 , 310 
15 , 273 
11 , 355 
7 , 714 
6 , 6 35 
6 , 456 
1 , 216 
19 , 204 
6 , 441 
1 2 , 210 
8 , 568 
585 , 509 
125 , 660 
16 , 434 
95 , 556  
40 , 304 
19 , 406 
6 , 932 
7 , 173 
2 , 746 
262 
637 
2 , 622 
25 ,521 
11 , 866 
11 , 836 
7 , 720 
5 , 985 
4 , 453 
4 , 702 
463 
15 , 016 
4 , 690 
9 , 358 
4 , 169  
423 , 511 
Sour ce : u. S. Bureau of the Census , U .  s. Census of Governments :  
1957 , Yo.l . III , No . 5 ,  Compendiua of Government-Finances (Washington : 
GOVernment Printing Office , 1959 ) ,  pp. 31 , 3 2 ,  148 ,  149 .  
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from our analysis of the tax incidence . Ut ility expenditures like.1se 
have been excluded, since utility revenue s were not tre ated in Chapte rs 
III and IV. Intergovernmental funds (grant s-in-aid and tax sharing ) 
flowing between the st ate and loc al level were netted out , i . e . , they 
were tre ated as expenditures , but only once . 
Total expenditures of $585 ,509 thousand comp ared with total 
allocated tax revenue of $423 , 511 thousand , the difference being due 
primarily to debt financing or spending out of non-t ax expendable 
funds (miscellaneous general revenue ) .  This difference can be narrowed 
some�at by subtr act ing from the various expenditure c ategorie s the 
$6 2 , 082 thousand in revenue obtained from current charges and special 
assessment s , 2 our rationale here being that the se revenues were obtained 
di rectly from beneficiarie s in exchange for government services of 
equivalent value . 3 However , a noticeable di screpancy between the 
expenditures and revenue tot als still remained ,  most of which could 
have been attributed to debt financing by local governments . Including 
this amount in the expenditures allotted to 1957 beneficiaries would 
have been tant amount to attribut ing them with benefits that must be 
paid for by future taxes nece ssary to amortize the debt . 4 If , in the 
2u. S .  Bureau of the Census , U .  S .  Census of Government s :  1957 , 
Vol . 3 ,  No . 5 ,  Compendium of Government
-
Finance s (washington : Govern: 
ment Printing Office , 195 9 ) , p.  32.  Special assessments of  $508 
thousand were treated in the s ame manner as current charge s for sewe rs 
and sewage disposal . 
3:No redistribution of income occurs in this situation . 
4rhe time period problem could have complicated our analysis in 
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long run , all expenditures can be considered to be financed by t axes , 
it would seem simpler to have eliminated the debt financed 1957 expendi-
tures rather than include future taxes . Rather than subtract such 
expenditure s from each outlay category--which would have resulted in 
a large scale reduction of important benefits (highway s and education) 
that were heavily debt financed--we have reduced total expenditures 
and assumed that the component category expenditures remained the same 
rel ative proportions of the tot a1 . 5 The resulting expenditures to be 
alloc ated after the above adjustmeht s were shown in Column 2 of Table 
XXI . 
II . DISTRIBUTIOO OF THE SPECIFIC BENEFITS 
The functional breakdown of e:xpendi tures will enable us to 
e stimate the distribution of the government benefits .  And , although 
our estimates could be considered to be only crude first approximations 
of the true situation , they have provided information for general obse r-
vation and broad conclusions . 
The first step was to determine the expenditures that could be 
another way . To �at extent would the $219 , 619 thousand of capit al 
expenditures (other than for water supply systems ) by the state and 
loc al governments in 1957 have accrued to beneficiaries in f�ture 
years ? This amount was probably l argely offset by benefit s enjoyed 
in 1957 from capital outlay of earlier years . Al so much of the 
capital expenditures were probably included in the debt financed 
expenditures that we eliminated below. 
Srhe same procedure was employed in the Michigan study . See 
R . A. Musgr ave and D. w. Da.icoff , "IIIlo Pays the Michigan Taxes?",  
Chap . IV,  Michigan Tax Study St aff Paper s  (Lansing : n . n . , 1958 ) ,  p .  153 .  
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allocated fairly precisely to specific groups (specific benefit s )  as 
contrasted with indivisible benefits  that accrued to the community 
as a whole (general benefit s ) .  Examining the information in Table XXI , 
it appeared that expenditure s for the following functions could be 
included in the specific category : education , highway s ,  public welfare , 
hospitals and health , loc al fire protection , sewers and other sanitation , 
public housing , non-highway transportation , interest on the general debt , 
employment security administration , and unemployment security payments .  
The remaining expenditures , about 15 . 16 per cent o f  the total , were 
classified as general expenditures .  
The second step was to allocate the specific expenditures among 
income group s .  �th one exception , the distribution patterns found in 
Chapters III and IV have been u sed . 
Education expenditures primarily bene fit the students (Who gain 
earning power )  and their parents (Who are spared the task of providing 
education for their children at their own expense ) .  Consequently , that 
portion of the expenditures for '"local school s and othe r "  (mainly ele-
mentary and secondary schools )  was distributed on the basis of the 
number of U .  S .  children of school age in each income bracket . 6 Perhaps 
this tends to understate the proportion of benefits accruing to the 
lower income groups since there is probably a greater concentration 
6u. S .  Bureau of the Census , "Income of Families and Persons 
In the United State s :  1957 , "  Current Population Report s-Consumer 
Income , Series P-60 , No . 30 (washington : Government Printing Office ,  
1958 ) '  p .  32. 
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of children in the se brackets in Tenne ssee than for the �ole United 
State s .  On the other hand , this error could be partially offset by 
our implicit assumption that all children attend school . It is more 
likely , however , that the percentage of children in e ach br acket 
continuing through high school varies directly �th income--a smaller 
percent age of children in the low bracket s continuing their schooling 
past the eighth grade than of those in the upper brackets .  
In the case o f  college student s we have assumed that enrollment 
i s  definitely a function of income and we have distributed the college 
bene fits on the basis of both the rel ative proportions of stude nt s and 
money incomes in the three highest brackets .  
Highway expenditures provide benefit s for both private motorists 
and businesses (cutting transportation cost s and widening potential 
market s  for the l atter ) .  Consequently , they were divided between these 
two groups in the proport ions each paid of all motor vehicle taxe s .  
The private motorist s '  share wa s  distributed according t o  consumer s '  
expenditure s  on gas and oil , while the business portion was treated as 
a negative sale s tax to be passed on to consume rs in the form of lower 
prices .  This  portion was distributed according t o  the p atte rn of 
consumer expenditures for all goods and se rvice s .  
Public welfare expenditure s consist o f  categoric al programs for 
old age assistance , aid to dependant children , aid to the blind and 
disabled ,  and other relief and assistance programs. Since these expendi­
ture s are made , in many cases , on the basis of need or the proven absence 
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of other source s  of income ; they we re di stributed to the two lowest 
bracket s one-half inversely to the proportions of income in each 
bracket and one-hal f according to the portions of households in each 
bracket . Public health and hospital expenditures were dist ributed 
in the same way as were public welfare outl ays , except that hospit al 
bene fit s were distributed over the first four bracket s .  
Expenditures for local fire p rotection chiefly benefit owners 
o f  real and tangible personal property . Consequently , this outl ay 
was apportioned between busine sses  on the one hand and owner occupiers 
and renters of residences on the other in the proportions that each 
paid of the prope rty tax. The bu siness share was assumed to have 
been passed on to consumers of all goods and services in the form of 
lower prices .  
Government expenditure s for sewer s and sewage disposal mainly 
bene fit the owners and occupiers of dwellings located adj acent to these 
facilit ie s .  Thus , these expenditures were apportioned according to the 
distribution of property tax payment s on residential property . 
Public housing project s are p rimarily intended for the benefit 
of poorer people , and thus government outlay for this function was 
allotted according to the pattern of rental payment s in the fir st four 
income brackets .  
Unemployment compensation benefit s and expenditures for employ­
ment security administr ation were distributed according to a series 
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constructed in 1953 by R.  S .  Tucker . ? This se rie s was a composite of 
several other serie s ,  including the estimated distribution of unemployed 
workers , wages and wage earners covered by social security , and money 
income . 
Interest payments on the general debt were distribut ed acc ording 
to the pattern of interest income received by individuals filing inco.e 
tax returns . 8 
Expenditures for airport facilitie s were divided among pas sengers ,  
mail freight , and business freight and expr ess according to the revenue 
ton mile s flo� by e ach group over domestic scheduled airlines in 1957 . 9 
The passenger portion was then allocated to income groups according to 
consumer expenditures for "othe r t ransportation . "  The portion allotted 
to mail freight was distributed according to the number of households 
in e ach bracket . The busine ss freight share , as well as all other types 
of non-highway transportation benefit s were alloc ated according to the 
7Rufu s S .  Tucker , "The Distribution of Government Burdens and 
Benefits , "  American Economic Review, Papers � Proceedings of � Ameri­
� Economic Association , ·  Vol . XLII I , No . 2 ,  May , 195 3 , p .  5 26 .  
8Although Adler and Tucker have treated intere st payment s in this 
fashion , others argue that interest payments are not really ·�ene fit s "  
to bond holders , being inste ad merely the inducement o r  reward fo r the 
painful sacrifice of liquidity or consumption in exchange for bonds . 
These economists maintain that if any bene fits do spring from interest 
payment s on the public debt , they should be treated as general benefits , 
since the promise of interest payments may spur bond purchases and thus 
deter spending in times when inflationary pressures are high . See Barl 
R .  Rolph , �vernment Burdens and Benefits.-Discussion , "  Ibid. , p .  538.  
9u. s .  Bureau o f  the Census , Statistic al Abstr act 2f � United 
States : 1959 (Mashington : Government Printing Office , 195 9 ) , p .  579 . 
consumers • outlay pattern for all _goods and service s .  
III . DISTRIBUTION OF THE GBNBRAL BENEFITS 
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Allocation of the general benefit s ,  �ich include expenditure s 
for police protection , natural resource s ,  other sanitation , local parks 
and recreation , loc al libraries , public buildings , general control and 
other general government , was necessarily arbitrary because the se 
expenditures could not be associated closely with particular groups 
of beneficiaries . lO The three alternative allocation patterns that 
have been chosen here for general benefit s are :  1)  according to the 
number of households in each bracket--case C ,  2) proportionally to 
the distribution of money income-�se D, and 3) according to the 
distribution of property (capit al ) income--Case B. The validity of 
the fir st pattern can be de fended on the grounds that general govern-
ment se rvices are meant to benefit every family alike reg ardless of 
10Wany t ax authorities would refrain altogether from attempting 
to distribute general benefit s .  Rolph states that "the allocation of 
the se government functions to particular pe rsons adds nothing to our 
knowledge ,  and it falsely suggests that government could be eliminated 
altogether if individual s were to decide that they no longer desire 
governmental services • • • •  " Rolph , 22· tl!· , p. 5 38 .  Richard Goode 
concurr s with Rolph . "Specific alloc ation of benefit s  from these 
general activitie s implies a rather artificial view of society or a 
question-begging assumption that individual benefits take the form of 
satisfaction of altruistic intere st s  in the wel fare of one ' s fellow 
citizens and of future generations . "  Richard B .  Goode , ·�vernment 
Burdens and Benefits--Discussion , "  �· , p .  542.  However , as Cartter 
points out , the exc lusion of these benefits would give an incomplete 
picture ,  " • • •  and if an equivalent portion of total tax revenues 
were omitted , it would be tantamount to making an assumption concerning 
their allocation . "  Allan M.  Cartter , � Redistribution of Incomes in 
Great Britain (New Haven : Yale University Pre ss , 1955 ) ,  p .  48 .  
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their station in life . Thi s i s  the very broad and lite r al int erpre-
t ation of democr atic government --that all men are equal in the eye s  
of the stat e .  The pl au sibility of the second assumption lie s i n  the 
argument pre sented by Adam Smith and others that an individual ' s  st ake 
in the government var ie s directly with the amount of income received 
under the protection of the st ate . Our logic in using the third 
distribution was based upon the fact that one of the main functions 
of gener al government services is the protection of property , ll and 
that there fore benefit s accrue in p roportion to the income flow from 
these protected property holding s .  
I t  should be pointed out that many othe r rat ional patterns for 
the di st ribution of general bene fits could have been suggested . For 
instance , expenditures could have been alloc ated identic ally with the 
tax burden distribution , the assumption being that bene fits accruing 
to e ach income group we re proportional to their cost in taxe s to each 
br acket . Also , it could have been contended that the bene fit s should 
be distributed regressively to income rather .than propor tionally to 
lla . S. Tucker has at tempted to go further than thi s , breaking 
do� gener al benefits into the protection of property and the protection 
of l ife . Assuming that a person values his life in finite terms and 
that the value of life varies inver sely with the age of the individual 
(a youngster valuing hi s life more than an octogenar i an  value s his 
bec ause the forme r has more years to live ) ,  Tucker attempts to const ruct 
an e stimate of the life expec tancie s of spending unit s in each bracket 
thereby providing a basis for the di stribution of the life protecting 
benefits of the government . He also argues that the value o f  an 
individu al ' s  li fe could perhaps be me asured by his income and consump­
t ion in a year . Tucker , 22· £!!. ,  pp . 5 25-27 .  This attempt to isolate 
and me asure a highly abstr act , philosophical phenomenon in concret e 
terms st rike s one as being int eresting but futile . 
to income as we have done in Case D above . For if 
• • • the marginal value of a large income is less than that 
of a small one ; a wealthy man is supposed to suffer le ss than 
a poor man from the loss of 10 per cent of his income . By 
the same argument he bene fit s less from government activity 
that rai se s his income or reduces his expenses 10 per cent • 
• • • gove rnmental benefits proportional to income are al so 
regre ssive i f  measured against the psychological ple asures 
of the bene ficiarie s . l2 
IV. DISTRIBUTICI1 OF GENERAL BENEFITs--
A BROADER INTERPRBTATIOO 
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The above treatment of specific and general benefit s might be 
crit icized on the grounds that it give s too narrow a view of general 
benefit s .  I t  could be argued that many o f  the expenditures for 
functions that we have pl aced in the "specific .. category could give 
rise to general benefit s . Expenditures for education may benefit the 
whole community if increased schooling raise s the level of skill and 
productivity of the labor force , bette rs the cultural standards and 
politic al st ability of a society , l3 and le ssens the aversion of the 
population to change . Public health and welfare expenditure s  may 
likewise benefit the community at large by increasing the health and 
efficiency of the labor force and in same cases keeping the level of 
consumption , national income , and employment from falling by transferring 
12Ibid. , p. 5 28 .  
13John F .  Due , Gove rnment Finance , An Economic Analysis , Rev . Bd . 
(Homewood , Illinois : Richard D. Irwin , Inc . , 1959 ) , p . 14 . 
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funds to those spending unit s with a high marginal propensity to 
consume . Expenditures on highways , terminal s ,  and other t ransporta-
tion facilities may stimulate industrial growth , economic development 
and opportunity in are as forme rly unexploited . Many other examples 
could be given of social benefits springing from "specific " expendi-
tures . In light of the se possibilitie s ,  we examined the distribution 
of expenditures under a broader interpretation of social benefit s .  
Under this alt ernative procedure a third of  the benefit s theretofore 
treated as specific were classified as indivisible benefit s . 14 This 
broader interpretat ion inc re ased gener al benefits to 43 . 16 per cent of 
the total . 
V .  RESULTS AN D  CONCLUSICilS--THE BFFECTIVB BBNBFIT RAD:S 
The alloc at ion of the dollar amount s  of government expenditures 
was summarized in Table XXII .  In Table XXII I  the e ffective benefit 
rate s (expenditures divided by money income in each br acket ) were 
shown as well as the net burden or benefit accruing to each group . 
The net rates were obtained by deducting the effective tax rates from 
the effective bene fit r ates . Because of the extremely rough nature 
of our e stimates it would be both hazardous and presumptuous to co nstruct 
an elaborate analy sis of the figures obtained. However , the estimates 
��.ever , the pattern of the specific benefits remained the 
same , the amount s in each bracket being reduced to 67 per cent of their 
former tot al . The two alternative interpretations were distinguished 
as Case I and Case I I . 
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TABI.B XXII 
INCIDENCE OF ADJUSTED TENNESSEE GOVERNMENTAL EXPBNDITURES 
BY INCOMB BRACKBT--CAS.B Ia and lib 
INC<M! BRftCKET ( OOLI.ARS ) 
Under 2 , 000 3 , 000 4 , 000 5 , 000 7 , 000 10, 000 
CATEGORY 2 , 000 to to to to to and 
2,999 3,999 4 ,999 6 ,999 9 , 999 over 
'lliOOSANDS OF DOLlARS 
SP.BCIPIC BBNBFITS ( I )  
Education : Local 
School s and Other 16 , 46 2  11 , 309 15 , 708 18 , 975 34 , 557 19 . 603 9 , 046 
St ate Colleges -- -- -- -- 7 , 708 4 , 991 3 , 735 
Highways 15 , 169 10 , 142 1 2 , 178 1 2 , 014 23 , 831 14 , 142 8 , 080 
Public Wel fare 24 , 340 15 , 964 -- -- -- -- --
Hospitals 7 , 464 4 , 566 3 , 848 3 , 5 28 -- -- --
Health 4 , 843 2 , 089 -- -- -- -- --
Local Fire Protect ion 1 , 174 746 890 867 1 , 721 1 , 088 687 
Sewers and . 
Sewage Disposal 766 471 507 486 953 594 392 
Housing & Community 
Redevelopment 764 610 665 707 -- -- --
Non-Highway 
Tr ansportation 131 89 107 107 224 147 94 
Unemployment Benefit � 
& Empl oyment Secur-
ity Administration 11 , 482 5 , 713 3 , 996 3 , 068 2 , 167 1 , 210 507 
Interest on 
General Debt 1 , 184 -896 846 784 1 , 426 1 ,582 5 ,148 
GENERAL BBNBPITS ( I )  
Case C 19 , 203 8 , 285 8 ,092 7 , 000 12, 202 6 , 422 3 , 019 
Case D 4 , 470 4 , 637 6 , 198 7 , 142 16 , 345 12, 421 13 , 01 2  
Case B 3 , 982 3 ,115 2,948 2,871 5 ,029 5 , 819 40,460 
TOTAL BBNBFITS ( I )  
Case C 102 , 982 6 0 , 880 46 , 8 36 47 , 536 84 , 790 49 ,780 30 , 707 
Case D 88 , 249 57 , 232 44 , 942 47 , 677 88 , 933 55 , 778 40 , 700 
Case E 87,761 55 ,710 41 ,692 43 ,406 77 , 617 49 , 177 68 ,148 
SPECIFIC BBNBFITS ( I I )  
Totalc 56 ,131 35 ,239 25 , 959 27 , 159 48 ,634 29 , 050 18 ,551 
GBNBRAL BENEFITS (II ) 
Case C 54 ,654 23 , 580 23 , 031 19 , 924 3 4 , 730 18 , 278 8 , 591 
Case D 12 , 7 22 13 , 197 17 , 639 20 , 326 46 , 5 20 35 , 351 37 , 033 
Case B 11 , 333 8 , 865 8 , 390 8_,171 14_,_312 16 , 561 115 ,156 
TOTAL BENEFITS ( I I )  
Case C 110 , 785 58 ,819 48 , 990 47 , 08 3  83 , 364 47 , 3 28 27 , 142 
Case D 68 , 853  48 , 436 43 , 598 47 , 485 95 , 154 6 4 , 401 55 , 584 
Case B 67 , 464 44 , 104 34 , 349 35 , 330 62, 946 45 ,611 133 , 707 
TOTAL 
125 , 660 
16 , 434 
95 ,556 
40 , 304 
--
--
7 , 173 
4 , 169 
--
899 
28 , 143 
11 ,866 
64 , 223 
64, Za3 
64, 223 
423 , 511 
423 , 511 
423 ,511 
240 , 7 23 
182 ,788 
182 , 788 
182,788 
423 , 511 
423 ,511 
423 , 511 
. acase I Assume s that Gene ral Bene fits are 15 . 16 per cent of Total Bene f1ts • 
bcase II Assume s that Gene ral Benefit s are 43. 16 pe r cent of Total Benefit s .  
c67 per cent of Total Specific Benefit s (Case I) . 
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TABI.B XXIII 
BFFBCI'IVB BENEFIT AND NET BENEFIT RATES BASED UPOO 
A DISTRIBUTION OP MONEY INCOMB 
INCOME BRACKET ( DOLlARS) 
Under 2 , 000 3 , 000 4 , 000 5 , 000 7 , 000 10 , 000 
2 , 000 to to to to to and TarAL 
2,999 3,999 4,999 6 ,999 9 , 999 over 
PER CENT 
Effective Benefit Rates 
Case I C 35 . 80 20. 43 11 . 76 10 . 35 8 . 07 6 . 23 3 . 67 10 . 25 
D 30 . 68 19 . 20 11 . 28 10. 38 8 . 46 6 . 98 4 . 86 10 . 25 
B 30. 51 18 . 69 10. 47 9 . 45 7 . 38 6 . 16 8 . 14 10. 25 
Case II C 38 . 51 19 . 73 1 2. 30 10. 25 7 . 93 5 . 93 3 . 24 10. 25 
D 23 . 94 16 . 25  10. 94 10. 34 9 . 05 8 . 06 6 . 64 10. 25 
B 23. 45 14 . 80 8 . 62 7 . 69 5 . 99 5 . 71 15 . 98 10. 25 
Effective Tax Ratea 20. 44 13 . 74 12.56 10. 73 9 . 29 7 . 84 7 . 68 10. 25 
Effective Net Benefit Rates 
Case I C 15 . 36 6 . 69 - . so - . 38 -1 . 22 -1 . 61 -4. 01 
D 10. 24 5 . 46 -1 . 28  -1 . 35 - .83 - . 86 -2. 82 
B 10. 07 4. 95 -2. 09 -1 . 28 -1 . 91 -1 . 68 . 46 
Case II C 18 . 07 5 . 99 - • 26 - . 48 -1 . 36 -1 . 91 -4. 44 
D 3 . 50 2. 51 -1 . 62 - . 39 - . 24 . 22 -1 . 04 
E 3 . 01 1 . 06  -3. 94 -3 . 04 -3. 30 -2. 15 8 . 30 
acase I I  B Tax Assumptions . 
Source : Derived from Tables XIII , XVI , and XXII .  
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probably at least indicate the real situation , hence facilit ating 
general analysi s and observation and the drawing of broad conclusions . 
As c an  be seen in Table XXII I , the effective r ate pattern was, 
in all case s except the last bracket of Case B ,  regressive throughout 
the scale , this being especially true in the low income bracket s .  
The drop in the rate s over the first three bracket s wa s  roughly 67  per 
cent . Benefit s in the first bracket ranged from approximately 39 per 
cent to 20 per cent of income depending on the assumptions made , While 
benefits in the third and fourth brackets ·  averaged about 10 per cent , 
and benefit s in the three top bracket s  aver aged only about 6 per cent . 
This re flects the fact that a large porti�n of state and local govern­
ment expenditures are expre ssly intended to advance the wel fare of the 
needy . 
The sharp decline in the benefit r ates seen in the lower middle 
end of the scale continued over the upper middle range , with the rates 
in the last bracket being roughly but one-third (Case C) and one-half 
(Case D) of tho se in the $4 , 000 to $5 , 000 bracket . Only in Case B 
did the rate pattern rise in the top bracket , this being due to the 
arbitrary method of distributing the gene ral benefits .  
Although the overall rate pattern unde r all alternative case s 
was definitely regressive , the degree of regres sion under each case 
varied as a re5ult of our distribution assumptions concerning general 
benefit s .  Under Case C ,  we found more benefits accruing to the lower 
income groups than in the other case s , this being because our distribution 
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of general benefit s proportional to families in e ach br acket re sulted 
in a regressive distribution of the se benefit s .  Under Case D ,  general 
benefit s were dist ributed proportionally to the pattern of income 
distribution , re sulting in an effective r ate pattern slightly more 
proportional than Case C, since the specific benefits alone determined 
the pattern. Under Case B the general benefit s were di stributed quite 
progressively in the last bracket because they were alloc ated propor­
tionally to property income , the bulk of Which fell in the top bracket . 
Accordingly , the effective rates became progre ssive at the extreme 
upper end of the scale in Case B ,  increasing from 6 . 16 per cent to 
8 . 14 per cent in Case I from 5 . 71 to 15 . 98 per cent in Case II . 
Because general benefit s were weighted more heavily in Case II 
than in Case I ,  we found that the rate patt ern wa s  more regre ssive , 
proportional , and progre ssive , respectively , under the C ,  D ,  and B 
assumptions of Case I ,  reflect ing the fact that the general benefit s 
were exerting a l arger influence on the rate structure in Case II . 
A more meaningful me asure of the effect of government fiscal 
policy on income distribution is the net benefit or burden rate , i . e . , 
the difference between tax burden rates and expenditure rates in each 
bracket . As can be seen in Table XXII I ,  those spending units in the 
$3 , 000 and under income groups experienced a net gain in benefit s over 
and above the taxes they paid , while , with few exceptions , those in 
the middle and upper bracket s contributed more in t axes than they 
gained in benefit s .  Depending on the assumption made , the gain to 
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the lowest income group ranged from approximately 18 to 3 per cent 
and the gain to the second lowe st bracket ranged from roughly 7 to 1 
per cent . And , although households in the middle brackets absorbed 
a net loss in· terms of benefit income , those losses were not large , 
ranging from - . 26 per cent to -3. 94 pe r cent in the $3 , 000 to $10 , 000 
clas s .  Moreover , the rate pattern was relatively flat over this range , 
indicating that although the redistribution gain was heavily concentrat ed 
in the fir st two brackets , the redistribution loss was spread fairly 
evenly over a large segment of the scale . In other words , a "soak the 
rich" policy was not apparent there .  This conclusion i s  amplified by 
the fact that , except in Case s II D and E ,lS the gain in the first 
bracket was more than three times as great as the loss in the l ast 
bracket . 
It should be mentioned here that although the above analysis 
was probably indicative of the patt ern or t rend of the rates  over the 
income scale , the actual magnitude of the rates were not ne ce ssarily 
correct . In Table XXIII effective bene fit rate s were compared with 
tax rates under our Case II tax shifting analysis which , like our 
t reatment of benefit s ,  assumed that all Tenne ssee t axe s  were borne 
within the state . Under these assumptions the break-even point 
appeared to fall someWhere in the $2, 000 to $4 , 000 income range . If , 
however , we were to compare benefits with tax burdens under the Case I 
lSThe discrepancy here was partially due to the different 
assumptions concerning the di stribution of the general benefit s .  
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t ax shi fting assumptions (�ch treated approximately 20 per cent of 
the Tennessee taxe s  as being borne out side the state ) ,  we would f ind 
that , in practically all c ases , net benefit s would be positive up to 
the l ast br acketl6--thi s being attributable to the fact that the total 
amount of benefit s apportioned to Tennesseans would be greater than 
the total t ax  burden alloc ated to them. In practice , we would expect 
to find the true situation to lie between the se two ext remes ,  since , 
although foreign residents pay Tennessee taxes and receive benefit s ,  
it i s  unlikely that the two amounts would be equal .  However , this in 
no way invalidates our broad conclusions that net benefit rates were 
di stributed rather regressively over the first two brackets and much 
less so over the remaining portion of the sc ale . 
VI .  SUMMARY 
An attempt was made in this chapter to estimate the distribu­
tion of the government expenditure benefits in Tenne ssee in the 1957 
fi scal year . 
The e xpenditures were classi fied into two broad type s :  those 
that could be identified fair ly readily with particular benefi ci aries 
( specific benefit s )  and those that were meant to bene fit the community 
as a Whole (general or indivisible benefit s ) . Both a narrow and a 
broader interpretation of gener al benefit s were considered. The 
16sased on computations by the author but not shown in the 
thesis.  
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specific benefit s were alloc ated according to v arious distributional 
pat terns developed in Chapters II and IV. The general bene fit s were 
alternatively alloc ated proportionally to the distribution of : 1 )  house ­
holds , 2) money income , and 3 )  prope rty income . 
The effective benefit rates were obt ained by expressing the 
benefit s alloc ated to each br acket as a percent age of estimated money 
income received in each bracke t .  The e ffective tax rates (obtained 
in Chapter IV) were then deducted from the effective benefit rates in 
order to show the net benefit or burden accruing to each income class. 
The estimate s  indic ated that the effective bene fit rate pattern 
was gene rally regressive throughout the income scale , especially in 
the $3 , 000 and under income range--although both the pattern and the 
level differed unde r the alternative as sumpt ions . Households in the 
two lo� st brackets appe ared to receive a gre ater amount of bene fi t s  
than they paid for in taxe s ,  while over the remainder o f  the scale 
the tax burden was slightly greater than the benefit s received. 
QiAFl'BR VI 
SUMMARY AND SUGGBSTI(Jt{S FOR FURTHBR SfUDY 
The more important portions of our analy si s and findings as 
presented in preceding page s are summarized in this chapter . Sugge s­
tions for further study are al so included. 
I.  SUMMARY 
The purpose of the study was to estimate the incidence of 
Tenne ssee taxe s and the distribut ion of Tennessee government expendi-
ture bene fits among resident households cl assified by income bracket s .  
Because o f  the paucity of avail able data and the use o f  many assumptions 
�ich were based on economic theory rathe r than statistical dat a ,  a high 
degree of accuracy could not be cla�ed for the estimates , although the 
general dist ribut ional patterns obt ained were probably at le ast indicative 
of the actual situation . In spite of it s drawbacks , the study was thought 
to be justified on the grounds that knowledge of the pattern of the fiscal 
st ructure is indispensible in the evaluation and designing of policies 
that are to conform to the public ' s  concept of justice and equity . 
State and local t axe s were roughly classified into thr ee types :  
t axes with both the impact and the incidence on the same individu als , 
t axes with consumption excise characteristics , and taxe s on busine sses-­
eithe r on profit s or absorbed into busine ss co st s .  Taxes o f  the fir st 
type were assumed to be borne by the individual s legally responsible 
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for the payment of the levy . The consumption t axes--which were 
estimated to comprise approximately one-half and one-third, respec-
tively , of the s t ate and local tax revenues--were generally assumed 
to be borne by consumers of the taxed article s and were allocated 
according to the estimated expenditure patterns for the se article s .  
The ability of firms t o  shift their busine ss co st taxe s was 
considered to be dependent primarily on two factor s : the market 
position of the firm and the tax climate different i als in various 
states \1.Jhere Tenne s see and national firms compete . Rather than at-
temptin� to me asure these imponderable s ,  two alternative cases were 
examined .  In Case I i t  was assumed that , with few exceptions , busi-
ness co st t axes were unique in Tennessee (i . e . , they were not offset 
by similar taxe s  in other state s )  and that Tennessee firms faced 
competition from outside firms both in the Tennessee and interstate 
market s .  Conse quently busine ss cost taxes on firms operating in 
Tennessee were assumed to be borne by the owners of the firms . ! It 
was also est�ated that , under the Case I assumptions , approximately 
21 per cent of the Tenne ssee t axes were borne out side the state , 
either by resident s of foreign states who consume Tennessee product s  
lA distinction was made between busines s  cost taxes and busi­
ness profit s taxes--the latter levie s being based on the net income s 
of incorporated businesse s .  Taxes of thi s type (which included the 
corporation excise and franchise taxe s )  were analyzed under two 
alternative c ases . Under Case A they we re tre ated in the conventional 
manner and �re assumed to have been borne entirely by the ow.ners of 
the firm. Under Case B one-eighth of the tax was assumed to have been 
shifted backward to wage-earners and one-eighth forward to consumers . 
or Who own shares in businesses operating in Tenne ssee , or by the 
federal government which allows the offsett ing of some st ate t axe s 
against the federal income tax.  
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In Case II Tennessee business cost taxe s  were treated as being 
identic al to busine ss taxes imposed in othe r st ates , and , thus , since 
compe tition was assumed to prevail , the se taxes were considered , in 
most cases , to be entirely shifted .  No exporting of the Tenne ssee taxe s 
was assumed to occur under this case ; all Tenne ssee taxe� were treated 
as being borne ent irely by Tenne ssee re sident s .  As was pointed out ,  
thi s  assumption was also tant amount to a situation �ere tax exports 
would equal t ax import s from other stat es .  
After allocation o f  the taxes t o  households according t o  consump­
t ion patterns and the distribution of income types , the resulting tax 
distribution was then compared with the estimated distribution of income . 
Ef fective tax rate s were obtained by dividing the t ax tot als paid by 
households in each br acket by the amount of income received in each 
bracket . Thiee concepts of income we re used for this purpose : money 
income , money income plus elements of income in kind and imputed values , 
and money income after payment of federal t axes.  
In general , our e stimates indicated that the tax rate structure 
was regressive throughout most of the scale--becoming slightly progre s­
sive in the l ast ( $10 , 000 and over )  bracket . The regressive shape of 
the ove rall tax burden curve was not surprising considering the heavy 
reliance by Tenne ssee government s on consumption levies and property 
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taxes on owner-occupier s of residences . The regres sion was particularly 
marked in the lowe st (under $2 , 000) bracket , a situation p artially ac -
counted for by the composition of the class as well as the high consump-
tion-income ratio prevailing in this bracket . 2 The decrease in the 
effective rate patte rn was noticeable over the $2 , 000 to $10 , 000 range 
although the drop was rel atively smooth from bracket to bracket within 
thi s range . Only when the tax distribution was compared with the 
est imated distribut ion of money income after federal taxe s ,  did the 
rate structure become sharply progressive in the last bracket--a re sult 
of the sharply progre ssive natu re of federal income taxes �ich greatly 
reduce incomes in the top bracket . Although the ef fective rates under 
the Case I assumptions (exporting of Tennessee taxe s  as sumed) were 
naturally lower than under Case I I  assumptions (closed economy situation--
no export ing of the taxe s assumed ) the shape of the r ate pattern did not 
differ signific antly in eithe r case . 
Because it was tho�ght that e stimates of the tax burden , if 
considered alone , would give an incompl ete and misleading picture of 
the impact of government finance on different income groups , estimate s 
were also prepared of the distribution of governmental expenditure 
bene fit s .  Here the value of the benefits received were assumed to be 
2Included in thi s bracket would be many families with tempor arily 
low incomes who tend to maint ain their normal standard of living ; familie s 
in �ich the major breadwinner is retired and who are l iving on past 
savings rather than current income ; and familie s whose taxable property 
holding s (particularly re sidences ) are sizeable rel ative to their income . 
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equal to the doll ar amounts of the expenditure s .  
The bene fit s were classified into t wo  broad groups--specific 
and gene ral . Little difficulty was exper ienced in al locating the 
specific benefits since they could be easily ident ified with specific 
groups of beneficiarie s.  However , the apport ionment of the general 
bene fit s offered conceptual difficulties since expenditures of this 
type are meant to bene fit citizens in their corporate cap ac ity as the 
general public rathe r than individual ly . Hence , the se benefit s were 
in effect indivisible and could not be associated direct ly with partic­
ular beneficiarie s .  Ho�ver , rathe r than excluding the se import ant 
expenditures from the analy sis , they were al loc at ed according to three 
alternative pat terns : 1 )  proportional to the di st ribution of house­
holds , 2) proport ional to the estimated distribution of money income , 
and 3 )  proportional to the distribution of property (capit al ) income . 
Both a narrow and a broad interpretation of gene ral bene fit s we re 
considered, the specific expenditures being assumed in the latter case 
to give rise to gene ral bene fit s equal to one -third of the specific 
expenditure s .  
The allocated benefit s were then compared with the estimat ed 
distribution of money income to obt ain the ef fective benefit rates . 
The findings varied greatly , due primarily to the di fferent distribu­
tional patterns used in alloc ating the indivisible benefit s .  In general , 
ho�ver ,  it appear ed that the benefit s were distributed regre ssively , 
this patt ern being especially pronounced in the lower two income brackets 
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(�ere l arge portions of welfare expenditure s are concentrated) . 
The effective tax rate s were then deducted from the effective 
benefit rates to obtain the net bene fit or burden borne by households 
in each bracket . Although both the pattern and the magnitude of the 
net benefit s (or burdens) varied greatly in alternative case s--this 
variance again primarily being the re sult of the radic ally diverse 
distributional patterns used in alloc ating the indivisible bene fit s-­
the general picture obtained indic ated that governmental benefit s 
accruing to the lower income groups outlVeighed the taxe s paid by 
the se group s ,  �le hou seholds in the middle and uppe r brackets paid 
slightly mo re in taxes than they received in benefits.  However , the 
net burden on the se groups apparently was not l arge , and , moreover , 
it did not become markedly l arger in the upper end of the income sc ale . 
In other words , although the redi stributive income gain brought about 
by Tennessee government finance was apparently concentr ated in the 
lower two income brackets , the redistributive losses were spread fairly 
evenly over a wide income range . 
II . SUGGBSIIONS FOR PURTHBR STUDY 
The need for further research in the areas covered in this 
the sis is sharply evidenced by the lack of avail able data--a handic ap 
which nece ssitated the use of numerous assumptions . In addition to 
being of great value in their own right , the fruit s of this research 
could be used in tax incidence studies to obt ain more accurate estimates 
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than were developed in this study . Sever al pos sible areas of research 
are listed below. 
1 )  An analy si s could be made of the di fferential impact of 
business cost t axe s imposed by Tenne s se e  government s as compared with 
similar t axe s imposed by neighboring st ate s .  Thi s would provide an 
e stimate of the dif ferent t ax climate in variou s st ate s which in turn 
would be useful in e stimating the degree to �ich Tenne ssee firms can 
shift their t axe s .  
2) A further refinement would be t o  break dow.n and classify 
Tenne ssee industry according to the ext ent of monopoly power exerc i sed 
by di fferent type s of firms . The degree of tax shi fting possible by 
e ach indu st rial sub-group could then be rel at ed to an index of it s 
dominat ion of the market . Thi s technique would be preferable to our 
le ss realistic assu.ption that all Tenne ssee indust ry operat e s  in a 
competitive market st ructure .  
3 ) A more dynamic study would consider the variation in t he 
ext ent of income redistribution occ asioned by both secular change s  in 
government policies and short -run fiscal me asu re s designed to mitigate 
business fluctuation s .  for example , re distribution by the gove rnment 
might be found to be gre ater in pe riods of rec e ssion as the bulk of 
wel fare expenditu re s are for the relief of the unemployed and poverty 
st ricken . Change s  in the !!!!:.!. (magnitude ) as well as the di stribution 
o f  t axe s  and government expenditures would al so have to be considered . 
However , since an analy sis of thi s type wou ld involve the comparison 
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of the fiscal struc ture at two different points of time , it would be 
fraught with difficul ties of having to consider the other factors 
contribut ing to redistribution such as changes in the price and income 
levels (whether occ asioned by government fisc al activit ie s or by other 
force s) . 
4)  The e st imates prepared in this study would be of greater 
significance if the Tenne ssee net tax burden curve could be compared 
with a norm . Therefore , estimat es  should be similarly prepared from 
aggregate dat a for all states.  The Tenne ssee fiscal structure could 
then be evaluated against the composite structure of all the stat es . 
5 )  The method used in this thesis of expressing taxe s and 
expenditure s as percent ages �f aggregate income in each bracket is , 
like all averaging techniques , apt to conceal many significant di ffer­
ence s .  Hence , we would also suggest that re search be made on t ax 
burden differentials borne by familie s within income bracke t s .  The 
magnitude and pattern of consumpt ion expenditures (hence consumpt ion 
taxes borne ) can be expected to vary with the size , average age ,  
dependency st atus , and number of income earners  per family . Studie s 
could also be conducted to uncover more information concerning the 
nature of familie s in the lowest income bracket .  It is generally 
known that the composition of this bracket is heterogeneous and fluid-­
including many one-person families , retired familie s who are net dis­
saver s ,  and temporarily low income familie s .  The burden or benefit s 
accruing to these latte r families was not indicative of their normal 
situation in othe r years as it was for that �ard core " of chronically 
low income familie s .  Another suggestion would be to analyze the distri­
bution of taxe s and expenditures according to income types rathe r than 
income amount s .  For example , the net bene fit s or burdens accruing to 
recipient s of farm income could be compared with the burden borne by 
wage earners , or recipient s of rent s and royalitie s  (property owners ) .  
6 )  Perhaps the most obvious project would b e  the revision o f  the 
present study , incorporating new data as they become available . Partic­
ularly , use of 1960 Census dat a concerning the money income status of 
Tenne ssee families would be an improvement over our relatively crude 
e stimate s of income di stribution . Later studie s could either use our 
shifting incidence assumptions or could substitute new one s .  A greater 
number of alternative case s could be constructed for evaluat ion , and 
the hypothetical distribution of possible new taxe s could be analyzed. 
Purther study would be greatly facilitated if the Tenne ssee 
Department of Finance and Taxation wou�d increase it s research activities , 
particul arly stepping up the functions of tabulation , analysis , and publi­
cation of the material in its files.  For example , thi s thesis alone 
could have been greatly improved if the Department could have provided 
information concerning the volume of business done in the state by 
various forms of business organizations and concerning the portion of 
Tennessee sales made to out-of-state consume r s .  
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